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Abstract
Disc material in the corotation region librates with respect to low-mass plan-
ets on horseshoe trajectories. The exchange of angular momentum associated
with this libration gives rise to the non-linear corotation torque (the horseshoe
drag). For the first project described herein, we ran a suite of high-resolution
2D hydrodynamic simulations of low-mass (5 Earth mass) planets, at eccen-
tricities 0 ≤ e < 0.3, embedded in both viscous protoplanetary discs with
entropy relaxation and inviscid discs without. The attenuation of the corota-
tion torque was obtained from these simulations and found to be well-fitted by
an exponential decay with a characteristic ‘e-folding eccentricity’ that scales
linearly with disc scale height. These results were tested with different disc
scale heights between 0.03 and 0.1 and with a 10 Earth mass planet.
In the second project in this thesis we sought to extend on these results by
examining the case of an embedded 5 Earth mass planet in three dimensional
discs. We found that our scaling relation held in this new case, confirming
that it is possible to use 2D simulations with a softening parameter to capture
the behaviour of the corotation torque. We investigated the time-averaged
horseshoe width as a function of altitude and found that the corotation region
extends from the midplane to around three scale heights, changing most near
the midplane for eccentric planets.
The final project looked at 3D radiative discs, under the influence of stellar
irradiation, with more massive embedded planets capable of triggering gap for-
mation. We use the pluto code to simulate a Jupiter mass planet at 5 AU in
a protoplanetary disc. We describe our progress in understanding the process
of gap formation in a case study of this class of hitherto undescribed disc.
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Chapter 1
The Formation and Evolution of
Planetary Systems
In this chapter, I first describe and discuss the currently known
population of extrasolar planets, the techniques by which they have
been discovered and what they tell us about the process of planet
formation. In section 1.2, I describe the protoplanetary discs in
which planets are believed to form, discussing relevant observations
and theory as they apply to disc formation, properties, evolution
and structure. In sections 1.3 and 1.4, I describe two competing
models of planet formation and the subsequent evolution of planets.
This leads into the final section, 1.5, in which I describe disc-planet
interactions.
1.1 Extrasolar Planets
Arguably the first attempt to apply modern scientific principles to the problem
of detecting planets around other stars1 was made by Captain W. S. Jacob of
Madras in 1855. He deduced that a periodicity in the errors of orbits computed
for the binary system 70 Ophiuchi might be caused by the action of a third
body in the system (Jacob, 1855). While this claim has since been shown to
be incorrect (Heintz, 1988), it remains a milestone in the history of the field.
1Variously called either exoplanets or extrasolar planets in the literature and in this thesis.
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Table 1.1: A brief summary of some of the major exoplanet detection missions
along with the method each uses and whether it is ground- or space-based.
Name Method Ground/Space
Kepler Transit Space
CoRoT Transit Space
SuperWASP Transit Ground
OGLE Microlensing Ground
HARPS Radial velocity Ground
HATNet Transit Ground
LCOGT.net Transit/Microlensing Ground
The first accepted detection of an extrasolar planet around a main sequence
star did not come for nearly a century and a half afterwards until the de-
tection of 51 Pegasi b by Mayor and Queloz (1995), using the radial velocity
method described below. Since then, many hundreds of exoplanets have been
confirmed, and the task of recording and cataloguing them has fallen to spe-
cialist websites such as www.exoplanets.org, produced and maintained by
Wright et al. (2011), www.exoplanet.eu and the more recent Open Exoplanet
Catalogue2 developed by Rein (2012) and maintained by the community.
Figure 1.1 shows the semi-major axes and masses of currently confirmed exo-
planets for which such values are available, colour-coded by method of discov-
ery and with solar system planets shown for comparison. Some of the more
well-known missions by which these data have been gathered are listed in table
1.1.
We first outline in section 1.1.1 the detection methods used to obtain these data
before discussing the population of exoplanets shown in figure 1.1 in section
1.1.2.
1.1.1 Detection Methods
While the work in this thesis is theoretical, it is instructive to review the tech-
niques used to detect and confirm the extrasolar planetary population against
which we test our models and the associated biases. This section contains only
a brief overview, and a more thorough review has been recently published by
Wright and Gaudi (2013) to which the interested reader is referred. A compar-
2Hosted at http://github.com/OpenExoplanetCatalogue
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Figure 1.1: Mass against semi-major axis for the currently confirmed extrasolar
planets for which mass and orbit data are available; note that mp sin i is given
for planets detected by the radial velocity method, where a mass has not been
otherwise determined. This plot was produced by the author on the 4th August
2014 and presents data on 823 exoplanets from the Open Exoplanet Catalogue,
out of 1717 planets known; note that relatively few planets detected by the
method of transits have a known mass. The biases of the different methods
are manifested in the different regions of parameter space filled by each, as
discussed in the text.
ison of the number of exoplanets detected by the different methods is shown
in table 1.2.
Transit method A planet passing in front of its parent star– transiting– will
naturally block some fraction of the starlight given by the ratio of the cross-
sectional area of the planet to that of the star. If the size of the parent star is
well-known, it is trivial to obtain a value for the radius of the planet. For read-
ily apparent geometric reasons, only planets with orbits nearly perpendicular
to the plane of the sky are liable to detection by this method. The maximum
distance from its parent star that we can confirm a planet is limited by the
finite length of the mission and the need to detect a number of transits before a
planetary candidate can be confirmed. Without a sufficient number of repeat
transit detections, there is the risk that a ‘false positive’ might be detected
where, for instance, star spots mimic the decrease in brightness associated
with a transiting planet.
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Table 1.2: A comparison of the number of exoplanets detected by the different
detection methods discussed in section 1.1.1. This table was produced by the
author on the 4th August 2014 using data from the Open Exoplanet Catalogue.
Method Planets confirmed
Transit 1139
RV 504
Imaging 38
Microlensing 28
Timing 8
Total 1717
One useful feature of this method is that it is sometimes possible to obtain
spectroscoptic data from the planet, by considering variations in the depth of
the transit as a function of wavelength during both primary and secondary
transit events (that is, when the planet eclipses the star as well as when the
star eclipses the planet). As planetary formation models become more so-
phisticated, this information about the composition of extrasolar planets may
provide a useful diagnostic tool for constraining the formation histories of indi-
vidual planets. Furthermore, as the spectral lines in the light emitted from the
two sides of a rotating star are red-shifted and blue-shifted, it is also possible
to extract the orbital inclination of the planet relative to the rotational axis
of the star; this is known as the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (Rossiter, 1924;
McLaughlin, 1924). Brown et al. (2012) use this technique, for example, to
constain the spin-orbit angles of WASP-16, WASP-25 and WASP-31.
The orbit of an eclipsing body may be perturbed by its own moons or by other
bodies orbiting its parent star. In either case, the perturbation to the orbit
of the eclipsing body can be detected as transit timing variations or as transit
duration variations (being, respectively, variations in the time of the start of
a predicted transit event and variations in the duration of the transit) (Ford
et al., 2012)3. In a system where multiple transiting planetary candidates
have been detected, variations in transit timing and duration can be useful in
confirming them and constraining masses (e.g. Kepler 11 described by Lissauer
et al., 2011).
Detections by this technique are easiest in the case of large planets, close to
their parent stars. This is consistent with what we see in figure 1.1 in that a
large population of transiting planets are shown (in blue) close to their parent
3And the other papers in the Transit Timing Variations from Kepler series.
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stars. The light curve of a transit event is shown in figure 1.2.
Radial velocity method The bodies in an extrasolar planetary system orbit
their common centre of mass. If the plane of the orbit is anything other than
perfectly aligned with the plane of the sky, an observer, unable to resolve the
planets, would note a periodic Doppler shifting of the spectral lines in the
light of the observed star due to its motion along the line of sight. An example
of such radial velocity data is shown in figure 1.2. The magnitude of the
stellar radial velocity oscillation yields a lower limit to the mass of an orbiting
planet and the periodicity similarly yields the orbital period though, as for
the method of transits, a natural limit occurs here due to the finite length of
our detection projects. In a system with a number of planets, given sufficient
data, the observations can be decomposed to give mass estimates for them
all. As an example, in our own solar system, Jupiter is responsible for a Solar
radial velocity of approximately 12ms−1, compared to the Earth’s contribution
of 0.1ms−1.
Using this technique in the form of a survey to detect planets was first explic-
itly suggested by Struve (1952), who hypothesised that close-in Jupiter-mass
planets could potentially be detected even with the observational resources
available over half a century ago4; this was the scenario realised by Mayor and
Queloz (1995) in their historic discovery of the first main-sequence extrasolar
planet. Since then, this method has accounted for around 30% of all confirmed
extrasolar planets (see table 1.2).
For geometric reasons, of course, use of radial velocity data alone can only
ever yield a value for mp sin i where mp is the mass of the planet and i is its
orbital inclination measured from the plane of the sky; thus we have a lower
limit of mass. If radial velocity data is available for a transiting exoplanet, we
are able to break this degeneracy for mass (as i ≈ pi2 for a transiting planet by
definition); furthermore, we can combine this with the measurement for the
radius to obtain the density of the planet. The shape of the radial velocity
curve allows us to also deduce the planetary eccentricity.
By astrometry A foreground star orbited by one or more planets will move in
the plane of the sky relative to the stable background of fixed stars. Measuring
this movement with sufficient precision would facilitate the indirect detection
4The author can find no such suggestion earlier in the literature. It is worth noting that
Struve also suggests the method of transits as a means of exoplanet detection.
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of any orbiting planets. No extra-solar planet detected by this method has
yet been confirmed, but it is expected that the upcoming gaia mission will be
capable of detecting thousands of extra-solar planets around bright solar-type
main-sequence stars within 200 parsecs (ESA, 2013; Casertano et al., 2008).
By microlensing If a foreground star approaches close to the line of sight
between an observer and a distant star, the curvature of spacetime due to the
mass of the foreground star will create a ‘lens’ effect, giving a distorted image
of the distant star; formally, the distant star appears as a ring with radius
equal to the Einstein ring radius of the foreground star. Without being able
to resolve the lensing event, this appears simply as a characteristic increase in
brightness of the distant star with respect to time, which reaches a peak and
then decreases, with the magnitude of the increase determined by the geometry
of the system and the mass of the foreground star.
A planet orbiting the foreground star will cause a secondary microlensing event
to occur, the magnitude and timing of which will depend, again, on the ge-
ometry of the system and the masses of the bodies in it, including the planet.
With unresolved photometry, this manifests itself as a further, shorter-lived
increase in brightness; the magnification effect is greatest when the orbit of
the planet takes it closest to the Einstein ring radius of its parent star. A
microlensing event is shown in figure 1.2.
An advantage of detecting planets by this method is that as the events are
random and even small planets cause detectable microlensing events, there is
minimal bias to the planets detected and, as such, we are theoretically sampling
the true underlying exoplanet population. It is also possible for relatively
modest observational facilities to contribute to these detections by making
independent measurements of brightness when a microlensing event is reported.
However, these events occur only rarely, and it is not generally possible to
follow up with other techniques or a repeat microlensing observation.
Through direct imaging While the direct detection by imaging of an extra-
solar planet is the most conceptually simple of the methods listed here, it has
to contend with practical difficulties given the overwhelming brightness of the
parent star compared to any planetary companion.
Such a detection is easiest when the planet and the star are widely separated
and when the detection is done in the infrared where the brightness ratio
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between the star and the thermal emissions of the planet is most favourable.
Young stars also retain residual heat from formation which can make them
easier to detect. Fomalhaut and HR 8799 (shown in figure 1.2) are examples
of systems in which this method has detected planets (Marois et al., 2010).
Using timing variations Evidence of a planetary companion can be provided
by variations in the arrival time of an expected signal, such as a pulse of light
from a pulsar or minima in the light curve of an eclipsing binary. This method
was responsible for the detection of the very first confirmed extrasolar planets
in 1992 around a pulsar (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992).
1.1.2 Discussion
Before the detection of the first extrasolar planets, formation models for plan-
etary systems had been devised with the solar system in mind; the goal was
to devise a model which would produce a system with inner planets composed
mainly of silicate rock, with giant planets of ice and other volatiles in the outer
solar system, all on broadly coplanar orbits, surrounded by a reservoir of icy
bodies in analogy to the Kuiper belt and Oort cloud in our own solar system.
As we see in figure 1.1, though, these do not appear to be general features
common to all planetary systems. One of the greatest early surprises of the
young field of exoplanet detection has been the large population of short-period
massive planets (‘hot Jupiters’) orbiting close to their parent stars. The high
temperatures and relative lack of material in the inner disc from which to
form planets makes it very unlikely that they could have formed in situ and
provides a compelling motivation to consider the possibility of significant post-
formation evolution of planetary systems; specifically, the migration of planets
through tidal interactions with the disc in which they are embedded. This is
discussed further in section 1.5.
There is also evidence of multiple planet systems composed of compact, short-
period planets of low and intermediate mass (super-Earths and Neptune-mass
planets); examples of these systems include Kepler-11 with six planets (Lis-
sauer et al., 2011), Kepler-20 with five (Gautier III et al., 2012), Kepler-62
with five (Borucki et al., 2013) and HD 10180 with up to seven detected by
the HARPS spectrograph using the radial velocity method (Lovis et al., 2011).
For the Kepler planets, at least, we can be certain that they are all coplanar.
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of some of the methods used to detect extrasolar
planets: Radial velocity (upper left) radial velocity measurements of the
star 51 Pegasi ‘folded’ into a single orbital period (that is, plotted modulo 2pi)
after being corrected for long-term variation (image credit: Mayor and Queloz
(1995)); Direct imaging (upper right) the system HR 8799 as presented
by Marois et al. (2010); Microlensing (lower left) the light curve of OGLE-
2005-BLG-390 showing the magnification effect of a microlensing event (image
credit: ESO PR Photo 03b/06 (2006)); and Transit (lower right) Kepler
photometry of the transiting planet Kepler-20e, folded into a single orbital
period, where the blue dots are the binned data with 1σ error bars (image
credit: Fressin et al. (2011)). These figures have been modified by the author
for this thesis.
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Other systems have been reported with planets of different masses; Endl et al.
(2012), for example, present a mass determination using radial velocity and
transit data for the planet ρ1 Cnc e of 8M⊕, which orbits a G-type star in
a system with four other massive (mp sin i =0.165, 0.17, 0.8 and 3.5 MJupiter)
planets detected by the radial velocity method. Similarly, Fabrycky et al.
(2012) present detections of four planetary systems of multiple massive planets
(Keplers 29, 30, 31 and 32); Lissauer et al. (2012) present data for the multiple
planet Kepler33 system, in which all the planets are of multiple Earth radii;
and S. Udry et al. (2007) report a system consisting of two close-in ‘super-
Earths’ with a ‘hot Neptune’ detected with the HARPS spectrograph.
Given this population of multiple-planet systems, we might expect the forma-
tion histories of many planets to be affected, and even dominated, by planet-
planet interactions. This is addressed in section 1.4.
Not all planetary systems consist of planets within a few astronomical units
of their parents stars, however; the directly-imaged system HR 8799 harbours
four planets of several Jupiter masses which orbit between 14 and 68 AU from
their parent star, much further away than the massive planets in our own solar
system (Marois et al., 2010).
1.2 Protoplanetary Discs
While the detection of extrasolar planets is a relatively new development, the
idea that these planets might form and evolve in a protoplanetary disc is one
that dates back in a recognisable form at least to Immanuel Kant and his
Universal Natural History and Theory of the Heavens, published in 1755, in
which was set out the principle that the solar system formed from a large
cloud which collapsed towards the Sun and in which formed the planets– the
so-called nebular hypothesis. During the centuries since Kant, this idea has
been refined in its details but not in its core concept; the Sun is believed to
have formed from a collapsing cloud, which became a rotating disc of gas and
dust through conservation of angular momentum.
We can see compelling evidence for this theory in our own solar system, where
there are a number of planets and smaller bodies, all orbiting the sun in the
same direction on approximately coplanar orbits. The massive gas and ice
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giant planets can be found in the outer region of the solar system, and the less
massive planets composed primarily of silicate rock can be found in the inner
part of the solar system. This is consistent with formation in a protoplanetary
disc with an inner region where it is too hot for volatiles to condense separated
by the ice line5 from the cooler outer disc where volatile elements provide a
greater store of material for planet formation, though the existence of extra-
solar planetary systems described above, particularly the population of ‘hot
Jupiters’, suggests formation is often followed by a period of migration.
It is useful at this point to provide a brief account of the formation and evo-
lution of protoplanetary discs, as those processes are currently understood,
and review the available observational evidence. While only material relevant
to the work in this thesis is presented here, Dullemond and Monnier (2010)
provide a thorough review of literature regarding the inner (. 1AU) disc, and
Williams and Cieza (2011) discuss in some detail the disc beyond that. In
addition, Armitage (2011) reviews the theory of angular momentum transport
as it applies to protoplanetary discs in much more detail than is possible here.
The discussion below follows these authorities.
1.2.1 The observations
Discs contain material at a wide range of temperatures, and consequently emit
at a range of wavelengths. This allows us to draw conclusions about different
regions of the disc from unresolved phototometry, linking a wavelength to a
temperature and so to a radial location in the disc.
The first studies of populations of protoplanetary discs were made possible
by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), which was soon after compli-
mented by the clear optical images taken in the visible by the Hubble Space
Telescope, such as the one shown in figure 1.3, of discs silhouetted against their
relatively bright background environment with their shapes readily apparent.
Observational work was and is being continued by the Infrared Space Observa-
tory (ISO), the Spitzer Space Telescope and, most recently, the Herschel Space
Observatory and the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA).
New observations continue to provide insight into the evolution of protoplan-
etary discs; the recent measurement of misaligned discs around the stars in a
5Sometimes given as the snow or frost line.
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binary system (Jensen and Akeson, 2014), for example, suggests that it will be
necessary to understand the effect of a binary companion on a protoplanetary
disc in order to explain the formation of planets in these systems.
1.2.2 The formation
A protoplanetary disc is formed after the collapse of a region of a molecular
cloud under gravity. As the cloud collapses, the presence of more distant ma-
terial carrying greater angular momentum causes the rapid (. 104 years) for-
mation of a disc. This collapsing core leaves a spherical cavity in the molecular
cloud, evidenced by lower extinction of mid-IR emissions than might otherwise
be expected. Our system now consists of a protostar surrounded by a disc and
a much more massive envelope of material, and we can begin to think of it as
a star with a disc– a young stellar object– rather than a molecular cloud.
Young stellar objects (YSOs) fall into different classes, as described by e.g.
Williams and Cieza (2011), separated by the gradient of the spectral energy
distribution between about 2 and 25µm, which are believed to broadly map to
different stages in the evolution of the disc. Class 0 YSOs exhibit no optical or
near-IR emission; the envelope mass is much greater than that of the star or the
disc. Class I YSOs show a positive gradient (αIR > 0.3, where αIR = d log νFνd log ν ,
between ∼ 2 and 25 µm) and correspond to a star with a massive disc, roughly
the same mass as the remaining envelope. Class II YSOs show a negative
gradient (−0.3 > αIR > −1.6) where the envelope is virtually depleted and
the disc has a mass of ∼ 1%M∗; these are accreting discs with strong Hα
and UV emissions. Finally, Class III YSOs, with a strongly negative gradient
(αIR < −1.6) have negligible envelopes and low-mass, passive discs, with no
or weak accretion. Note that flat-spectrum sources (0.3 > αIR > −0.3),
representing an intermediate stage between Class I and class II YSOs have
also been discovered.
1.2.3 The properties
True protoplanetary discs arise after the Class I phase, with the end of the
star formation process and dissipation of the gaseous envelope. The disc now
contains a few percent of the mass of the star.
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Lifetimes Based on studies of disc abundance in clusters of various ages, disc
lifetimes are believed to be between 1 and 10Myr, with most sun-like stars
having lost their discs by 6Myr according to results from the Spitzer Space
Telescope by Hernández et al. (2007). This is discussed more in the review by
Wyatt (2008) and shown in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Protoplanetary discs: (left) the abundances of discs around sun-
like stars (image credit:Wyatt (2008), based on Hernández et al. (2007)); and
(right) an image taken by the Hubble Space Telescope showing a young star
surrounded by its disc silhouetted against the background of the Orion Nebula
(image credit: C.R. O’Dell/Rice University; NASA, news release STScI-1994-
24, cropped by author).
Radial extent Vicente and Alves (2005) studied the silhouettes of discs in
Orion and measured radii mostly ranging from 50 to 194 AU with two excep-
tional outliers of 228 AU and 621 AU. They estimate the radial extend of a
number of other objects from the photoevaporative flows from their surfaces
to get a mean of around 75 AU. The best fit to the intensity profiles of the
silhouettes is found with a power-law surface density prescription, with an
exponentially tapering factor to best fit the outer edge.
Density There is no universally accepted power-law profile that fits all ob-
served discs, as all estimates rely on the tapering of the outer edge to obtain
a value for the density profile further in.
As a crude model, Weidenschilling (1977) and later Hayashi (1981) were able
to use the compositions of the planets and their present locations to estimate
the minimum density distribution in the solar nebula required to form them;
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the resulting density profile with a power law of r−3/2 is known as the minimum
mass solar nebula (MMSN). Weidenschilling gives the total mass as somewhere
in range 0.01-0.07 solar masses. While this assumption of in situ formation is
somewhat dubious, as we discuss in section 1.5, it provides us with at a starting
point for disc density prescriptions. This can be compared with observational
results, such as the submillimetre survey of Andrews and Williams (2005), who
obtained a mean value for disc mass of 5× 10−3 solar masses. They also quote
a temperature profiles of T ∝ r−q, with q in the range 0.4− 0.8.
1.2.4 The evolution
There are two key physical processes governing the evolution of a protoplane-
tary disc, which each dominate during a different stage:
First, accretion onto the central star, which is driven by the transport of
angular momentum through viscosity in the disc. Even without any embedded
planets, a disc will evolve as a viscous fluid throughout its lifetime. As the disc
ages, it will move inwards and be accreted onto the central star (e.g. Pringle,
1981; Papaloizou and Lin, 1984, 1995).
In order to derive accretion rates that match observations, we require a disc
viscosity many orders of magnitude greater than that possible due to the in-
teractions between molecules. The dominant physical process now believed to
give rise to disc viscosity is the magnetorotational instability (MRI)6 described
by Balbus and Hawley (1991), which is set up due to coupling between the
disc material and a weak magnetic field present in the disc, possibly brought in
during the collapse of the molecular cloud. While this instability is believed to
dominate hydrodynamic turbulent effects, for the required coupling to exist,
the disc must be ionised.
Building on this idea, Gammie (1996) suggested a ‘dead zone’ ought to develop,
in the region of the disc too cool to be susceptible to collisional ionisation and
sufficiently well shielded to not be ionised by high energy stellar radiation or
cosmic rays. The disc would then have vertical structure with viscous inner
and outer regions, viscous ‘active’ surface layers and a shielded dead zone layer.
This model is supported by modelling by, e.g. Terquem (2008), but there is as
yet no observational confirmation.
6Also known as the Balbus-Hawley instability.
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The existence of dead zones, or not, may have implications for planet forma-
tion models; Nelson and Gressel (2010) for example, simulate 3D MHD discs
with embedded planetesimals with radii below 10km using both full discs and
smaller ‘shearing box’ simulations. They find that the effect of significant
MHD turbulence is to increase the velocity dispersion in the disc and cause a
destructive effect on planetesimals. This suggests that planetesimal accretion
is likely to operate primarily in dead zones of protoplanetary discs.
As a prescription for viscosity, we often use the so-called α-model, described
in section 2.1.1, supported by Balbus and Papaloizou (1999).
The second key physical process operating in a protoplanetary disc is photo-
evaporation. High energy photons (FUV, EUV and X-ray) incident on the
layers of the disc furthest from the midplane heat those regions to the point
where they have sufficient thermal energy to escape the star; this is the origin
of a photoevaporative flow from the disc surface.
Initially, accretion onto the central star is thought to be the dominant physical
process with viscosity ensuring that the inner disc is replenished from the outer
regions. As accretion decreases the disc mass, the accretion rate falls, and
photoevaporation becomes important. When the rate of accretion falls below
the rate of photoevaporation, material is being removed from the inner disc
faster than it can be replenished by the outer disc and the inner disc becomes
depleted on a viscous timescale (. 105years). With the depletion of the inner
disc, the rest of the disc is no longer shielded from high-energy photons, which
begin to impact and photoevaporate the outer disc. At this point, accretion
no longer occurs (Clarke et al., 2001).
The rapid transition between Classical T Tauri Stars and Weak-line T Tauri
Stars7 leads us to believe that the photoevaporation occurs on a short timescale.
With the removal of the disc, planet formation must proceed by dynamical
processes, as disc-driven processes no longer occur. The later development of
planetary systems is beyond the scope of this thesis.
7Often denoted CTTS and WTTS respectively, where the former is an optically-visible
star showing clear signs of accretion where the latter shows none.
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1.2.5 The structure
We are concerned with the protoplanetary disc phase during which planet
formation takes place. In a real protoplanetary disc, an equilibrium is reached
between gravitational and pressure forces acting on the disc, and between
radiative heating and cooling and viscous heating. By considering a simple
model disc, it is possible to derive a number of results that will be of later use
and allow us to understand the structure of these objects. In what follows, r
refers to the spherical distance between the central star of mass M∗ and a disc
element, θ is the altitude of the element, typically measured from the z-axis,
R is the cylindrical distance to the disc element = r sin θ, z is the height of
the element from the midplane. This is shown schematically in figure 1.4.
r
θz
H
Figure 1.4: A schematic of an azimuthal slice of a disc. Note that the cylin-
drical radius, R, is related to the spherical radius, r, by R = r sin θ. H is the
scale height of the disc, discussed in the text.
By noting that inter-molecular forces can be neglected, we first assume the
ideal gas law, writing it as
P = R
µ
Tρ, (1.1)
where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, ρ is the density, R is the molar
gas constant and µ is the mean molecular weight of the gas. From the ideal
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gas law, we immediately obtain the isothermal sound speed if we assume that
T is constant (an assumption which implies a rapid balance between heating
and cooling);
c2s,iso =
dP
dρ
∣∣∣∣∣
T
= R
µ
T. (1.2)
Similarly, the sound speed in an adiabatic disc can be derived from the equation
governing an ideal gas undergoing an adiabatic process, P = K(s)ργ;
c2s,adi =
dP
dρ
∣∣∣∣∣
K(s)
= γR
µ
T. (1.3)
Let us consider a protoplanetary disc in which temperature and midplane
density are simple power law functions of R such that
T (R) = T0
(
R
R0
)q
, (1.4)
and
ρz=0(R) = ρ0
(
R
R0
)p
. (1.5)
By employing this simple model, we can derive the equilibrium density and
angular velocity for our disc by equating the R and z components of the
centripetal acceleration, the graviational force and the pressure force in the
disc;
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RΩ2 − GM∗R
(R2 + z2) 32
− 1
ρ
∂P
∂R
= 0, (1.6)
− GM∗z
(R2 + z2) 32
− 1
ρ
∂P
∂z
= 0, (1.7)
which can be solved to give
ρ(R, z) = ρ0
(
R
R0
)p
exp
[
GM∗
c2s
(
1√
R2 + z2
− 1
R
)]
, (1.8)
and
Ω2(R, z) = Ω2k
((
H
R
)2
(p+ q)− qR√
R2 + z2
+ (1 + q)
)
. (1.9)
Note that using the thin disc approximation (z  R), we can perform a
binomial expansion on the inverse square root and thence reduce the expression
to
ρ(R, z) = ρ0
(
R
R0
)p
exp
[
GM∗
c2s
(
−12
z2
R3
)]
, (1.10)
or, by introducing the quantity H such that H2 = c2sR3/GM∗ = c2s/Ω2,
ρ(R, z) = ρ0
(
R
R0
)p
exp
[
− z
2
2H2
]
. (1.11)
From this, it is clear that in the thin disc regime the disc density decays in a
Gaussian fashion away from the midplane and that H = cs/Ω is a measure of
disc thickness. Since c2s ∝ T by equation 1.2 and T ∝ Rq by equation 1.4, we
have a radial dependence of H of
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H = cs/Ω ∝ Rq/2/R−3/2 = R(q+3)/2 (1.12)
which can be expressed as
h = H
R
= R(q+1)/2. (1.13)
This non-linear (in general) relationship between H and R is known as disc
“flaring” and has implications for planetary migration– a process that depends
strongly on the local h of the disc, as discussed in section 1.5.
The inner edge of the dust in the protoplanetary disc is believed to be de-
termined by the sublimation temperature of around 1,500K, supported by
observational evidence in the form of a near-infrared ‘bump’ at a wavelength
consistent with that temperature. Interior to this, the disc is much hotter and
more optically thin such that the inner edge appears as a discrete boundary.
This is discussed in much greater detail by Dullemond and Monnier (2010).
1.3 Formation of Planets
There are two commonly cited models of planetary formation; the core accre-
tion model and the gravitational instability model. It should be noted that
these models are not mutually exclusive; they operate in different regimes and
that one or other, or both, could be expected depending on the disc properties.
1.3.1 Core accretion
This model originated with the work of Safronov (1969)8 and has been investi-
gated using numerical simulations (e.g Pollack et al., 1996; Movshovitz et al.,
2010); a recent review has been published by Hubickyj (2010).
Under the standard model of core accretion, dust and volatile compounds
8Here cited in translation.
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which have condensed out of the protoplanetary disc settle in the disc mid-
plane, clump together and grow by collisions (Helled et al., 2013). As these
grains grow into planetesimals, the more massive ones begin to grow signifi-
cantly faster than those that are less massive because of gravitational focusing;
that is, the increase in collisional cross-section by a factor
√
1 + v2esc/v2 due
to the effect of its gravity (where vesc = 2GMR is the escape velocity of the
body dependent on its mass and radius and v is the velocity of a body being
accreted) which favours the bodies of a larger initial mass.
The rate of mass accretion of such a planetesimal of massM and radius R will
be given by the cross-section derived from the effective radius of accretion Reff ,
the number density of surrounding bodies being accreted n and their average
mass and velocity, m and v.
dM
dt = nmvpiR
2
eff = nmvpiR2
(
1 + v2esc/v2
)
(1.14)
As a small number of bodies become considerably more massive than the rest,
such that their escape velocities dominate the average velocity in the disc, we
find a mass doubling time of ∆t ∝M−1/3; that is, the most massive planetes-
imals grow the most rapidly. This is known as runaway growth.
Eventually, these larger planetesimals stir the velocity dispersion in the disc
such that v ≈ vesc. In this regime, the doubling time9 goes as M1/3. This
is the much slower stage of evolution known as oligarchic growth, where these
bodies grow by accreting material in their ‘feeding zones’ until they reach their
isolation masses. Protoplanets formed by this process beyond the ice line are
able to reach greater masses due to condensed volatiles in that region of the
disc.
After this, protoplanets in the inner disc continue to grow by giant impacts,
while protoplanets in the outer disc are massive enough to accrete a gaseous
envelope.
While the core accretion model provides a roadmap for the formation of both
silicate rock and giant and icy planets and nicely explains planetary metallici-
9The doubling time ∆t can be obtained by: 2M−M∆t ≈ 2nmvpiR2 if vesc ≈ v. Then
M
∆t ∝M2/3 and ∆t ∝M1/3.
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ties, it depends on the coagulation process whereby grains grow into planetes-
imals and then embryos which is, as yet, poorly understood.
1.3.2 Gravitational Instability
Kuiper (1951) first put forward the idea that if a protoplanetary disc were to
be sufficiently massive, it would be unstable to gravitational collapse under its
own gravity against the effects of pressure and azimuthal shear. This effect is
quantified by the Toomre instability parameter,
Q = csΩ
piGσ
, (1.15)
where cs is the sound speed in the disc, Ω is the orbital frequency and Σ is
the gas surface density. When Q . 1, the disc is susceptible to gravitational
collapse. In general, Q will vary through the disc such that gravitational
collapse will be more likely in cooler, more massive regions than in less massive,
warmer regions. Gammie (2001) has also shown that planet formation by this
method requires the rapid cooling of clumps when they form.
The gravitational instability model provides a particularly good explanation
for the existence of massive planets at large distances from their parent stars
(e.g. in the HR 8799 system). However, the prevalence of discs in which
self-gravity is an important effect and the process of fragmentation are still
not fully understood; nor does this method easily explain the existence of
intermediate-mass planets. A recent review of research in this area has been
published by Mayer (2010).
1.4 Evolution of Planetary Systems
The two most widespread models of planetary formation are the core-accretion
model and the gravitational instability model described above.
However, as Mayor and Queloz (1995) noted of the planet they had discovered;
The very small distance between the companion and 51 Peg is certainly not pre-
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dicted by current models of giant planet formation. Those models had assumed
that giant planets would be found in the outer part of the solar system, as in
our own, due to the much greater amount of material available beyond the
ice line for planet formation. In fact, as we see from figure 1.1, there is a
large population of very massive planets close to their parent stars which pro-
vides compelling evidence to believe that there is a considerable amount of
post-formation evolution of planetary systems, caused by interactions between
planets, the disc and the central star.
We can consider these different types of interaction separately:
Planet-Planet Interactions Planets can interact with each other in a num-
ber of ways, as discussed by e.g. Davies et al. (2013). They can collide and
catastrophically disrupt, or join together. They can interact with each other
through resonances in a number of ways. Planets may be locked into mean-
motion resonances, for instance, which constrain them to migrate in step with
one another (Snellgrove et al., 2001); Terquem and Papaloizou (2007) find in
simulations of such systems that near commensurability can be maintained and
that hot super-Earths and Neptunes might not be expected to be isolated– a
result consistent with observational evidence discussed in section 1.1.2.
The eccentricities of one or more planets may be excited to much higher levels
(e.g. Cresswell and Nelson, 2006), potentially leading to planets being ejected
from the system. There is also the Kozai mechanism by which eccentricity and
inclination can be exchanged; Wu and Murray (2003), for example, have sug-
gested that the presence of a binary companion in the system HD 80606 could
facilitate Kozai oscillations, potentially explaining the planet in that system
of eccentricity 0.93. Chatterjee et al. (2008) have shown that planet-planet
interactions can reproduce the observed exoplanet eccentricity distribution.
Planet-Star Interactions A planet orbiting close to its parent star can have
its eccentricity damped through tidal circularisation, or be tidally locked such
that its rate of rotation about its axis is equal to its orbital time and one of its
sides always faces the star. This was discussed by, for example, Jackson et al.
(2008).
Planet-Disc Interactions As the main focus of the work in my thesis, this
is discussed more thoroughly in section 1.5 below.
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1.5 Disc-Planet interactions
The gravitational interaction between an embedded protoplanet and its parent
protoplanetary disc can change the orbital parameters of the protoplanet (as
discussed by, e.g. Chambers, 2009). Large changes in the planet’s semi-major
axis are referred to as planetary migration, a process which can occur in a
number of ways. Depending on the mass of the planet, the star and the disc,
the migration will fall into one or other of the following regimes (types) of
migration based on the nomenclature developed by Ward (1997).
Planet-disc interactions can also cause planetary ecccentricity and inclination
to change, as discussed briefly in section 1.5.5.
Recent thorough reviews of this material include those by Kley and Nelson
(2012) and Baruteau et al. (2013).
1.5.1 Type I migration
If the ratio of the planet’s mass to the mass of the central star, q  h3, where
h is the ratio of the disc scale height to radius, then the perturbation to the
disc due to the presence of the planet is small and the structure of the disc is
not significantly altered (Korycansky and Papaloizou, 1996). For a disc with
h = 0.05, this corresponds to a planet mass of much less than 40M⊕, typically
planets up to Neptune-mass (15− 20M⊕).
Lindblad torque
Locations in the disc where material regularly encounters the planet’s potential
and experiences a periodic forcing are known as Lindblad resonance radii;
at these locations, the planet’s potential causes waves to be launched in the
disc, transferring angular momentum between the planet and disc material.
Neglecting pressure and self-gravity, in a Keplerian disc with a planet on a
circular orbit, these occur at radii given by
rL =
(
m
m± 1
) 2
3
ap, (1.16)
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for positive integer m, where ap is the planet’s semi-major axis. However,
the effect of pressure in a disc is to cause a ‘pile-up’ of Lindblad resonance
locations for m  1 at rL = ap ± 23H; this has the effect of attenuating the
contribution of the high m modes to the total Lindblad torque, known as the
‘torque cut-off’ (Artymowicz, 1993).
The cumulative torque due to all these launched waves is known as the Lind-
blad (or wave) torque, and the associated density perturbation in the disc takes
the form of a spiral density wave (Ogilvie and Lubow, 2002). Physically, we
can think of the inner wave, leading the planet, pulling the planet ‘forward’.
This acts as a positive torque with the effect of causing outward migration;
analogously, the density wave in the outer disc applies a negative torque. The
resultant torque on the planet is the residual of the two; the differential Lind-
blad torque, often just called the Lindblad torque.
Theory developed by Goldreich and Tremaine (1979) allows an analytic expres-
sion for the total torque on the planet due to this interaction to be derived by
considering a Fourier decomposition of the planet’s potential and calculating
the torque due to the superposition of potential modes by using the linearised
equations of hydrodynamics. These linear perturbation equations have also
been solved numerically by Korycansky and Pollack (1993).
Paardekooper et al. (2010) found that for 2D discs with a surface density profile
σ ∝ r−α and a temperature profile T ∝ r−β, the linearised fluid equations of
Paardekooper and Papaloizou (2008) yield the following expression for the
Lindblad torque
γ
ΓL
Γ0
= −2.5− 1.7β + 0.1α, (1.17)
where γ is the disc adiabatic exponent and the normalisation of the torque is
Γ0 =
q2
h2
σpr
4
pΩ2p, (1.18)
where q is the ratio of the planet’s mass to that of the central star, h = H/r,
and a subscript p indicates a quantity to be evaluated at the planet’s location.
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This agrees well with work by Masset (2011) for generalised temperature and
density profiles.
Parameter space has not yet been thoroughly explored in three dimensions,
due in part to the computational complexity of such a problem, with only
simulations of isothermal discs having been studied in detail by Tanaka et al.
(2002). It should be noted that a correct gravitational softening parameter
(that is, a correction to the distance term in the planet potential of d2 =
∆x2 + ∆y2(+∆z2) + b) is necessary in order for 2D and 3D simulations to be
comparable (Müller et al., 2012).
We expect a (region of a) disc which can cool effectively to approach the
isothermal regime (γ → 1), whereas an inefficiently cooling region would be
best modelled by the adiabatic result given. Paardekooper et al. (2011) demon-
strated that an effective γ can be defined, based on the thermal diffusion coef-
ficient, to model regions with intermediate thermal diffusion for which neither
an isothermal nor an adiabatic model is entirely appropriate.
For typical values10, an Earth-mass planet at 1 AU would be expected to
migrate inwards on a timescale of 4 × 105 years. A Neptune-mass planet at
the same initial orbital radius would migrate in more rapidly (as the Lindblad
torque increases with planet mass) on a timescale of just 2×104 years. This is
two orders of magnitude shorter than the expected disc lifetime and, without
considering other effects, presents problems for theories of planet formation.
Papaloizou and Larwood (2002) have shown that for eccentric planets, the
differential Lindblad torque becomes more positive with increasing eccentricity,
reversing direction and becoming positive overall for typical disc profiles at e ≈
1.1H
r
. It should be noted, however, that Cresswell et al. (2007) demonstrated
that a positive torque does not necesarily lead to an increase in semi-major
axis due to the energy being removed from the planetary orbit by eccentricity
damping.
Corotation torque
In addition to the interaction at Lindblad resonances, a strong interaction also
occurs between the planet and material at approximately the same orbital
10Assuming a solar mass star, h = 0.05 and σ = 2000(rp/1AU)−3/2gcm−2
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Figure 1.5: This figure shows a schematic of a disc, divided into different re-
gions. Material librates on horseshoe trajectories relative to the planet (shown
in black). One of these trajectories is shown, with the direction of the disc
material, as seen in the corotating frame, indicated on the disc. The disc is
divided into the warm inner disc, the corotation region and the cool outer disc.
radius. Goldreich and Tremaine (1979) used the same linear theory described
above to derive expressions for the so-called linear corotation torque. Tanaka
et al. (2002) showed, however, that in typical disc surface density profiles, this
linear torque is dominated by the Lindblad torque.
A different approach to considering the corotation region was developed by
Ward (1991), using the fact that disc material that is nearly co-orbital with the
planet will librate on so-called horseshoe trajectories11 relative to the planet,
being moved from the inner to the outer disc, or vice versa, with each planetary
encounter (see the schematic in figure 1.5). Such trajectories are missing from
the linear theory in which horseshoe turns do not exist. An asymmetry between
exchanges of material from the inner to the outer disc on one side and from
the outer to the inner on the other results in a torque on the planet. This
torque is known as the vortensity-related horseshoe drag, as the asymmetry is
fuelled by the vortensity12 gradient in the disc.
The relationship between the linear theory and the horseshoe drag model was
clarified by Paardekooper and Papaloizou (2009b) and Paardekooper and Pa-
11Often known as ‘horseshoe orbits’ for brevity. More on such orbits can be found in
Murray and Dermott (1999).
12Vortensity being specific vorticity, = ( 1σ∇× ~v)|z.
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paloizou (2009a); in a disc where horseshoe turns occur, the horseshoe drag
replaces the linear corotation torque except in the case where a significant vis-
cosity is present, with the horseshoe drag being an order of magnitude greater
than the linear corotation torque in the limit of zero softening. In this thesis,
the phrase corotation torque can be taken to refer to the total torque
arising from the interaction between the planet and disc material in
the corotation region, unless otherwise explicitly stated.
A second contribution to the non-linear corotation torque also exists in adia-
batic discs fuelled by conservation of entropy. This entropy-related corotation
torque manifests itself as an increase (or decrease) in density of disc material
recently moved from the cool exterior (warm interior) disc to the warm inner
(cool outer) disc in order to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium (Paardekooper
and Mellema, 2006; Baruteau and Masset, 2008; Paardekooper and Papaloizou,
2008). The existence of a localised region of high density ahead of the planet
and low density behind (see figure 1.7) causes the planet to experience a pos-
itive torque.
Paardekooper et al. (2010) calculated the following expression for the full,
non-linear horseshoe drag on a planet in a disc with a surface density profile
given by σ ∝ r−α, a temperature power law profile given by T ∝ r−β and an
adiabatic exponent γ;
γ
Γc
Γ0
= 1.1
(3
2 − α
)
+ 7.9 ξ
γ
, (1.19)
where ξ is the entropy exponent, given by β−(γ−1)α and the first and second
terms on the right hand side correspond to the vortensity- and entropy-related
corotation torques respectively. This result is comparable to similar work by
Masset and Casoli (2009).
Saturation In an inviscid disc, the corotation region is a finite reservoir of
angular momentum which will eventually be depleted when the horseshoe ex-
changes of disc material have mixed the corotation region such that the vorten-
sity gradient has been flattened. When this occurs, the corotation torque will
no longer be applied; this process is known as the saturation of the corotation
torque. In a viscous disc, the disc is continuously seeking to relax back to its
initial vortensity profile, maintaining the vortensity-related corotation torque.
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In a similar way, thermal diffusion is required to unsaturate the entropy-related
corotation torque. Without it, in an adiabatic disc, cool disc material moved
to the inner disc will remain cool until moved back to the outer disc– the
asymmetry of the horseshoe exchanges will be lost and the entropy-related
corotation torque will saturate. In section 2.6.4, this is discussed further in
the context of my simulations. Ideally, for an optimally unsaturated corotation
torque, one would like displaced disc material to return to its equilibrium
state on a timescale of some fraction of a horseshoe libration period. This is
illustrated in figures 1.6 and 1.7 where the density perturbation at corotation
can be observed to reach approximately half an orbit from the planet.
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Figure 1.6: A 5M⊕ planet embedded in a 2D disc with H/r = 0.05, with a
kinematic viscosity of ν = 5.0 × 10−6 and the entropy relaxation timescale
(see section 2.6.4) has been set to 11 orbits. The disc is shown after 25 orbits.
Note the distinctive spiral density wave pattern, and the density perturba-
tion in the corotation region, which returns to its equilibrium value before
encountering the planet again. The quantity shown is the perturbation to the
equilibrium density, ρ/ρ0. Wave reflection has been damped at the inner and
outer boundaries (see section 2.5.1).
In a locally-isothermal disc, the entropy-related corotation torque tends to-
wards its linear value, just as for a disc with rapid viscous evolution, the
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Figure 1.7: The corotation region of a disc with an embedded 5M⊕ planet
after 25 orbits. H/r = 0.05, with a kinematic viscosity of ν = 5.0 × 10−6
and the entropy relaxation timescale (see section 2.6.4) has been set to 11
orbits. Horseshoe trajectories are plotted; note how material close to the
planet librates. Note also the density perturbation confined to this region and
the offset between the location of the planet and the ‘centre’ of the streamlines.
The quantity shown is the perturbation to the equilibrium density, ρ/ρ0.
vortensity-related corotation torque tends towards its linear value. In an adi-
abatic disc, the corotation torque saturates. For some values of viscosity and
thermal diffusion, the total corotation torque reaches a maximum. Masset
and Casoli (2010) and Paardekooper et al. (2011) have studied the transition
between the isothermal and adiabatic regimes, and developed torque formulae
to take into account partial or complete torque saturation.
Horseshoe Width and Morphology
A number of different prescriptions exist for defining the half-width of the coro-
tation region (that is, the “horseshoe width”) away from the planet. Paardekooper
and Papaloizou (2009b) derive one such analytic expression of
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x2s
r2p
= 16q3pih
∫ ∞
0
K0(r)r√
4r2 + b2/h2
E
(
3r2
4r2 + b2/h2
)
dr, (1.20)
where K0 is the Bessel function, and E is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind, which they observe reduces in the limit of zero softening to
xs
rp
≈ 1.68
√
q
h
, (1.21)
or in the case of b h to
xs ∼
√
8q
3brp (1.22)
These authors note that this is expected to reduce by a factor of γ0.25 in the case
of an adiabatic disc, and that an even further reduction can be expected due to
back pressure from Lindblad wakes and other density features separated from
corotation by a pressure scaleheight, H. Paardekooper et al. (2010) confirm
this and derive the numerical result
xs =
1.1
γ0.25
(
0.4
b/h
)0.25√
q
h
, (1.23)
from 2D disc simulations, applicable for b/h > 0.3.
This same back pressure is the cause of the offset between the planet and
the ‘stagnation point’ of the horseshoe streamlines, which Paardekooper and
Papaloizou (2009b) find goes as ∼ brp in their two dimensional simulations.
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Zero-torque radii
Given an unsaturated outward corotation torque comparable to the inward
Lindblad torque, the possible existence of zero-torque radii (also known as
convergence zones) arises; locations in the disc, dependent on planet and disc
properties, where the corotation torque exactly cancels the Lindblad torque
and there is no resultant torque on the planet, and therefore no migration. Such
locations could potentially act as planet ‘traps’, and catalyse the formation
process by bringing raw materials for planet formation to one location (Cossou
et al., 2013; Hellary and Nelson, 2012).
As the local disc structure may differ from the simple power-law prescription
commonly assumed (due to, say, a massive planet opening a gap elsewhere in
the disc), many local zero-torque radii may exist. Planets of differing masses
will also have different zero-torque radii.
1.5.2 Type II migration
Gap-opening criterion
In the case of low-mass planets, the torque they exert on the disc is balanced
by the pressure and viscous forces in the disc such that the disc density is not
significantly depleted around the planet’s location.
Lin and Papaloizou (1986a) noted that if the torque applied to the disc by the
planet exceeds the capacity of the viscosity in the disc to transport angular
momentum (in other words, exceeds the viscous torque due to disc spreading),
then an annular gap will be ‘carved’ around the planet’s orbital radius. Crida
et al. (2006) refined this model, showing that a pressure torque also exists
due to density waves launched by the planet that carry away some of the
gravitational torque rather than depositing it locally. They showed that a gap
will be opened if the following condition is satisfied;
3
4
H
rH
+ 50
qR
. 1, (1.24)
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where rH = rp(q/3)1/3 is the planet’s Hill radius and R = r2pΩp/ν is the
Reynolds number of the disc, determined by the disc’s kinematic viscosity,
ν. If we adopt the common alpha model for viscosity of Shakura and Sunyaev
(1973), as described in section 2.1.1, the gap-opening criterion reduces to
h
q
1
3
+ 50αh
2
q
. 1. (1.25)
It should be noted that this is consistent with the requirement that q  h3 in
section 1.5.1 for the planet’s perturbation of the disc to be small. For typical
disc parameters of h = 0.05 and α of a few ×10−3, this corresponds to a
requirement of a mass comparable to or greater than Jupiter’s. In regions of
the disc where the viscosity is expected to be much less (e.g. dead zones), a
much lower mass would be sufficient.
Work by Muto et al. (2010) has shown that in the case where a planet remains
on a fixed orbit for a long period (either artificially in a simulation where the
planet has been held on a fixed orbit or naturally due to it being at or near
a zero-torque radius), gap opening is possible when the quantity on the right
hand side in equation 1.25 is some fraction of unity– potentially as low as 0.1–
due to non-linear steepening of the density waves.
Typically, the half-width of a planetary gap is not much more than 2rH. A
planet that has opened a gap in its disc is shown in figure 1.8.
Migration
Building on their work described in the previous section, Lin and Papaloizou
(1986b) noted that a planet which opened a sufficiently deep gap would be
repelled by both sides of the gap and constrained to orbit in the gap centre.
The migration of the planet is then controlled by the viscous evolution of the
disc and occurs at the timescale of the same, τν = r2p/ν. If the planet is more
massive than the disc outside the gap, then the planet will slow down the
viscous accretion rate.
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Figure 1.8: A 2MJ planet in a disc with H/r = 0.05 and a kinematic viscosity
of ν = 5.0 × 10−6 after 477 orbits. The quantity shown is the perturbation
to logarithm to the base 10 of the density. Notice the depletion of the disc
material in the region around the planet. Wave reflection has been damped at
the inner and outer boundaries (see section 2.5.1).
1.5.3 Type III migration
A third regime of planetary migration was discovered by Masset and Pa-
paloizou (2003). In this Type III migration (also known as runaway migration)
regime, an inwardly migrating planet with a depleted gap preferentially moves
material from the inner disc to the outer disc, experiencing a overall nega-
tive corotation torque which scales with the drift rate. This feedback effect
between drift rate and corotation torque allows such migration to be extraor-
dinarily rapid, varying the planet’s semi-major axis by as much as 50% over
a few tens of orbits. Typically, this type of migration occurs for Saturn-mass
planets. This regime of migration is not discussed further in this thesis.
The regimes in which the three different types of migration operate is shown
schematically in figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: A schematic illustrating the different migration regimes’ depen-
dence on planet and disc mass. This schematic is after figures 12-14 by Masset
and Papaloizou (2003). The transition region, where even very low mass plan-
ets can begin to deplete the corotation region, depends strongly on the disc
aspect ratio. The transition region exists for H/r = 0.03, is narrower for
H/r = 0.04 and does not exist for H/r = 0.05. Typical values for the ‘peak’
of the Type III regime are masses of a few ×10−4 solar masses.
1.5.4 Multiple planets
In much of the above discussion, the assumption has been that any disc will
only have one planet interacting with it at any time. We know from observa-
tions, however, that multiple-planet systems are by no means uncommon, and
we should expect protoplanetary discs to contain multiple forming planets.
The precise evolution of such a disc would depend on the masses and locations
of the planets, as well as the properties of the disc, and has been investigated
by e.g. Hellary and Nelson (2012). Complex behaviours can occur, such as
planets migrating into resonance through disc interactions and then migrating
further in resonance (Snellgrove et al., 2001), or less massive planets migrat-
ing under the influence of the density perturbations of a massive planet. Less
massive planets may also be scattered out of the system (e.g. Fogg and Nelson,
2009).
As described earlier, planets can also excite each other’s eccentricities (e.g.
Cresswell and Nelson, 2006), against disc eccentricity damping, reaching higher
eccentricities than would otherwise be possible. For the work in this thesis, I
have investigated single planets in protoplanetary discs, but it should be noted
that the higher eccentricities I consider might be connected with the presence
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of other embedded planets.
1.5.5 Eccentricity and inclination
Typically, the interaction between the disc and an embedded protoplanet is to
damp eccentricities (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1980; Papaloizou and Larwood,
2002). However, Goldreich and Sari (2003) suggest that a planet’s eccentricity
might be excited by interactions with the disc at Lindblad resonance locations
and at corotation in the absence of any other planets in the disc, because
corotation torques that damp eccentricities might be saturated.
In recent work, Bitsch and Kley (2010) found an attenuation of corotation
torque for a 20M⊕ planet embedded in a protoplanetary disc withH/r = 0.037,
in 3D simulations of radiative, viscous discs with a surface density13 profile of
r−1/2, to the extent that migration reversed direction from outward to inward
at an eccentricity of e = 0.1.
Particularly with what we know of zero-torque radii as described above, un-
derstanding the dependence of the corotation torque on planetary eccentricity
is vital to a qualitative understanding of the evolution of eccentric planets;
this is the question addressed by the author in chapter 3. In the next chapter,
the computational tools we will use to tackle this problem are introduced.
13See chapter 4 for a discussion on the difference between midplane and surface density.
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Summary
• The currently known population of extrasolar planets includes close-
in massive planets (‘hot Jupiters’) which suggest post-formation
migration, and systems of multiple planets which suggest planet-
planet interactions occur during the formation process in many sys-
tems. Such interactions are known to excite eccentricities.
• Protoplanetary disc are believed to exist for∼ 6Myr around sun-like
stars and evolve through viscous evolution and photoevaporation.
• Two widely-cited models of planet formation exist; the core accre-
tion model and gravitational instability model.
• Disc-planet interactions fall into the categories of type I migration,
for low-mass planets, type III migration for intermediate-mass plan-
ets and type II migration for massive planets that open a gap.
• The direction of type I migration is dependent on the vortensity
and entropy gradients in the corotation region and recent work has
suggested it may attenuate for non-zero eccentricity.
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Numerical Methods
In this chapter, I describe the equations of hydrodynamics and out-
line in principle two different numerical methods for their solution;
the finite-difference advection method used by the nirvana code and
the finite-volume Godunov scheme used by the pluto code. I then
present all the necessary elements of a hydrodynamic disc simula-
tion.
Please note that both of these codes have been developed by the au-
thors cited in this chapter, and that my work consisted of modifying
these codes with the appropriate boundary conditions, gravitational
potential, thermodynamic model and so on for the problems of in-
terest to me, described in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
2.1 The Equations of Hydrodynamics
For a fluid with density ρ, pressure P , velocity ~v and total internal energy per
unit volume e, the following system of equations can be derived, following any
standard undergraduate text, from the requirements of conservation of mass,
momentum and energy respectively;
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∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v) = 0, (2.1)
∂
∂t
(ρ~v) +∇ · (ρ~v~v) = −∇P − ρ∇Φ, (2.2)
∂e
∂t
+∇ · (e~v) = −P ∇ · ~v +Q− Λ, (2.3)
where Φ is the external potential acting on the fluid and Q and Λ are heating
and cooling terms. The system of equations is closed by an equation of state.
For our purposes, where finite molecular size and inter-molecular attraction
can be neglected, the ideal gas law is perfectly acceptable and can be written
as
P = ρe(γ − 1). (2.4)
2.1.1 Viscosity
The redistribution of angular momentum by viscosity in a protoplanetary disc
is a key process governing its long term evolution, a well as one that is necessary
to unsaturate the corotation torque as discussed in chapter 1. After Landau
and Lifshitz (1987), we can make use of summation notation to express the
effect of viscosity as
∂
∂t
(ρvi) =
∂
∂xk
σ′ik, (2.5)
where σ′ik is the viscous stress tensor defined as
σ′ik = η
(
∂vi
∂xk
+ ∂vk
∂xi
− 23δik
∂vl
∂xl
)
+ ζδik
∂vl
∂xl
, (2.6)
with η being the dynamic viscosity, related to the kinematic viscosity, ν, by
ν = ηρ. Analogous expressions can be derived in other coordinate systems; for
curvilinear coordinates, for example, see Landau and Lifshitz (1987, p.48).
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Viscosity is also responsible for viscous energy dissipation; that is, the mechan-
ical work done by viscous forces which is converted to internal energy. This
acts as a heating term.
The α-model of viscosity
Hydrodynamic eddy turbulence has been proposed as a means of producing
greater viscosity in accretion discs than is possible by considering purely molec-
ular viscosity as discussed in section 1.2.4. Without detailed knowledge of these
turbulent processes, Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) used a dimensional argument
to determine that such turbulence should depend on the height of the disc, H,
as the characteristic mean scale of such turbulent eddies and the speed of their
propagation, αcs, where α is a dimensionless constant and cs is the sound speed
in the disc. From this, we have the α model of viscosity, widely used in disc
simulations;
ν = αcsH. (2.7)
Under this scheme, typical viscosities used in disc simulations correspond to
α-values in the range 10−4 − 10−2.
2.2 Solution Methods
The equations of hydrodynamics are formally a set of coupled hyperbolic par-
tial differential equations (which become mixed hyperbolic-parabolic with the
introduction of viscous diffusion). For this work, two distinct types of solu-
tion method were employed; the finite difference, advection type solution used
in the nirvana code and the finite volume, Godunov method solution used
in pluto. A comparison of the finite difference method as compared to the
finite volume method is presented in this section. A more thorough compari-
son, including the finite element method not discussed in this thesis, has been
published by Peiró and Sherwin (2005).
Both these codes are what we call grid-based, Eulerian codes, meaning they
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operate on a grid of discrete cells through which material is advected, the size
of which may be constant across the domain, may vary according to some
mathematical function (logarithmic grid cell sizing, for instance) or be defined
such that the area of interest is resolved by a greater resolution. These codes
are distinct from the so-called Lagrangian codes, in which the advection of the
fluid changes the grid, or in which there is no grid all (e.g. the smoothed-
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) paradigm). Such schemes are not discussed in
this thesis.
Before introducing the two solution methods, it is necessary to briefly introduce
the concept of operator splitting, to which the later discussion refers.
x
i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3
Figure 2.1: A schematic of cells in a hydrodynamic simulation, referred to in
the text; in reality, the cells may very in size as a function of x, and there are
likely to be multiple dimensions.
2.2.1 Operator splitting
If we consider the equation
∂u
∂t
= Au+Bu, (2.8)
where A and B are differential operators, it can be shown that treating the
operators separately and then recombining them can provide an acceptable
approximation to the true solution, as well as being computationally much
easier.
As a simple, linear example of this principle, we can consider the ordinary
differential equation,
du
dt = 1 + u, u(0) = 1, (2.9)
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with the simple(st) operator splitting algoritm,
1
2
duA
dt = u =⇒ uA = exp(2t),
1
2
duB
dt = 1 =⇒ uB = 1 + 2t.
(2.10)
We then integrate the original equation to a value t either by using the solution
uA between 0 and t/2 and then uB between t/2 and t, or by using the solution
uB between 0 and t/2 and then uA between t/2 and t1. The two different
solutions are shown in figure 2.2 along with the true solution.
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the analytic solution to equation 2.9 with the two
reconstructions of this solution using the simple operator splitting algorithm
descriibed in the text. Note that for small t, the reconstructions provide a
good approximation to the true solution.
While this is only a simple example, it serves to illustrate that for sufficiently
small time integrations, it is possible for even a very simple operator splitting
algorithm to give a reasonable accurate approximation to the correct solution.
Operator splitting is often used to extend a 1D hydrodynamic solution algo-
rithm to higher dimensions, by splitting the operators of the different spatial
dimensions and treating them separately. It is also used in the advection-type
codes to separate the pressure source term from the simple advection equation.
1More sophisticated reconstruction schemes are also possible in practice, with the
timestep being broken into more than two parts.
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2.2.2 Advection solvers
The advection type method employed by the nirvana code can be understood
by noting that the fluid equations can be rewritten as independent advection
equations of the form
∂q
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(qu) = 0, (2.11)
where q is any of the hydrodynamic conserved quantities (mass, momentum,
energy), with additional source terms due to pressure forces and external po-
tentials.
Many algorithms exist capable of solving problems of this kind. Here, we
consider finite-difference codes, where the differences between q of a cell and
of its neighbours at one timestep are used to generate the q at a later time.
Typically, some kind of flux limiter is used to ensure that higher-order schemes
do not yield an unphysically large flux between one cell and another near
discontinuities.
We can then solve the equations using the technique of operator splitting; we
first solve the advection equations for all the hydrodynamic conserved quan-
tities (mass, momentum, energy), and then separately solve for the source
terms.
In multiple dimensions, advection in different directions can either be treated
separately by operator splitting the different dimensions and treating each as a
one dimensional problem (thereby allowing the trivial extension of algorithms
developed for one dimension) or by using an algorithm which solve the multiple
dimensions in the same process (with the associated complexity of designing
and implementing a suitable algorithm).
It is important to note that in this scheme, all propagation is through advection
at the advection speed of the disc material; this is the crucial difference between
this method and that described in the next section.
2.2.3 Godunov solvers
The hydrodynamic equations 2.3 can be rewritten in the form
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∂~q
∂t
+ J ∂~q
∂x
= 0, (2.12)
where ~q is a vector of hydrodynamic conserved quantities, J is the Jacobian
matrix to allow the partial derivatives with respect to space and time to op-
erate on the same quantity and where the system has also been reduced to
one dimension, x, for clarity. Note that rather than considering, and advect-
ing, each of the hydrodynamic conserved quantities separately, we are now
considering the state of the system as a whole.
If we find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this Jacobian, we could decom-
pose any state vector, ~q, (corresponding to any state of the system), into com-
ponents along the eigenvectors. The evolution of the set of eigenvectors (the
‘eigenstates’) is determined by a diagonal Jacobian– in other words, each of
the eigenvector components of the decomposition evolves independently, each
at its own velocity given by its eigenvalue.
It can be shown that the eigenvalues in the case of the one dimensional set of
hydrodynamic equations including an energy equation are u− cs, u and u+ cs
where cs =
√
γP
ρ
, the adiabatic sound speed (cf. equation 1.3).
In our advection scheme described in the previous section, we propagated
all quantities at the velocity of material advection, u, neglecting the sound
waves propagating backwards and forwards at velocities of u − cs and u + cs
respectively. Treating the sound waves correctly requires a different approach,
Godunov’s method, outlined here but described more thoroughly by LeVeque
(2002) and in Toro (2009).
Consider a boundary between two cells. On one side of this boundary, the
hydrodynamic conserved quantities have values ~q1 and on the other, ~q2. This
discontinuity is an example of a Riemann problem. Numerous algorithms, de-
scribed in detail by the authorities referenced above and not discussed further
here, exist to solve the Riemann problem at the boundary of two cells in-
cluding the Roe solver, the HLL family of solvers and the Piecewise Parabolic
Method. This solution consists of a prescription for how the state vectors, ~q
evolve as a function of time around the boundary. As time goes on, the so-
lution will propagate further from the boundary, forwards and backwards as
shown schematially in figure 2.3. We cannot allow this solution to propagate
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to the point where it co-exists with a solution from an adjacent boundary (as
the two solutions were developed without knowledge of each other), and so
this provides us with a natural limit to the length of a timestep, illustrated by
the dashed circle in the figure.
Having propagated our locally derived solutions away from the boundaries
as far as we can, we use the current composition of each cell (consisting of,
in 1D, a region modified by the solution from the left boundary, a region
unmodified by either boundary and a region modified by the solution from the
right boundary) to generate a new state. We then repeat the algorithm for the
required number of iterations.
The development of the algorithms to appropriately solve the Riemann prob-
lem at the boundary is a non-trivial exercise and the details are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
The major advantage of this scheme of solver is that shocks, contact discon-
tinuities and other small-scale flow features are preserved sharply. A notable
disadvantage is that it can be difficult to select and implement boundary con-
ditions that correctly balance external forces (e.g. gravity), with gas pressure
(Zingale et al., 2002).
t
x
Figure 2.3: In Godunov’s method codes, a solution is computed to the Riemann
problem at each cell boundary. The solution is them propagated into the
neighbouring cells for a time determined by requirement that solutions from
neighbouring cells should never overlap (the dotted circle), as they were derived
without reference to each other. This sets a natural limit on the length of a
timestep in such a code.
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2.2.4 The Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition
To maintain numerical stability in a grid-based difference code, we must ensure
that the timestep with which we integrate the system is sufficiently small that
information cannot propagate beyond a single cell in a single timestep. More
precisely, Courant et al. (1928)2 showed that, depending on the algorithm, a
necessary but not necessarily sufficient condition for the solution of the discre-
tised difference equation to converge to the solution of the partial differential
equation is that
u∆t
∆x < cmax. (2.13)
This is known as the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition. Usually, the
timestep is chosen such that u
cmax
∆t
∆x is less than a chosen Courant factor, which
must be less than 1.
For simulations in more than one dimension, the constraint is more strict;
∆t
N∑
i=1
uxi
∆xi
< cmax, (2.14)
where i = 1, 2, 3 are the different spatial dimensions.
Naïvely, assuming uxi∆xi is constant for all i, this reduces to
Nu∆t
∆x < cmax, (2.15)
where there are N dimensions. This yields a maximum Courant factor of 1/N .
It is also possible to increase the timestep by careful treatment of the material
transport velocities. Simulating in the corotating frame as described below is
one such treatment; the fargo algorithm described in section 2.2.6 is another.
2An English translation has since been published by Fox (1967).
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2.2.5 Corotating frame
Simulations in polar coordinates are often performed in a frame of reference
rotating with the same angular velocity as some point of interest in the grid
(in our case, the planet, or the guiding centre of the planet’s epicyclic motion);
this helps ensure that the fluid velocities are minimised around the area of
interest and so the code suffers from a smaller numerical diffusitivity.
The rate of change of a vector function, ~F (t) in a rotating reference frame will
depend not only on the change of the function with time, but also with the
change of the coordinate system of the function with time;
d~F
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
intertial
= d
~F
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
rotating
+ ~Ω× ~F . (2.16)
When acceleration is expressed in the rotating frame, for example, the ficti-
tious Coriolis and centripetal forces appear; these are added separately to the
hydrodynamic equations.
2.2.6 The fargo algorithm
The fargo3 algorithm was developed by Masset (2000) to increase the time
step in disc simulations limited by rapid orbital motion at the inner boundary.
Simulating a disc in polar coordinates involves two advection steps, separated
by operator splitting; one in the radial direction and the second in the az-
imuthal direction.
The fargo algorithm divides the azimuthal advection step further into two:
First, an azimuthal transport step with the velocity vθ − vθ, where vθ is the
azimuthal velocity at a cell and vθ is the average azimuthal velocity of the
radial annulus of the cell. Second, an additional azimuthal advection step a
velocity of vθ; this is effectively ‘rotating’ the entire annulus uniformly by the
average azimuthal velocity after using the deviations from this velocity to move
material between cells within the annulus.
3Standing for “Fast Advection in Rotating Gaseous Objects”.
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The result is a greater timestep because the second step of rotating the solution
amounts to a straightforward copying of information from one grid cell to
another, and a smaller numerical diffusivity. The validity of the fargo model
was tested and confirmed more recently by Kley et al. (2012), who tested a
series of codes with and without the fargo algorithm.
2.3 The Codes
2.3.1 The nirvana code
The nirvana code, developed by Ziegler (1998) is a finite-different magneto-
hydrodynamic code. It is based in principle on the zeus code as developed by
Stone and Norman (1992a), which included magnetohydrodynamic function-
ality (Stone and Norman, 1992b) and a radiative solver (Stone et al., 1992),
and later the capacity for parallelisation (Norman, 2000).
nirvana allows simulations to be run in one, two or three dimensions and in
different coordinate systems. Magnetohydrodynamics may be included. Sim-
ulations may be run in a rotating frame or an inertial frame.
The version of the code used for the work described in this thesis
should not be confused with the redesigned code of the same name
released by the original developer (Ziegler, 2008). The new version
features adaptive mesh refinement to allow greater resolution in regions of
interest, and a Godunov-type solver.
2.3.2 The pluto code
The pluto code, developed by Mignone et al. (2007), is a shock-capturing
Godunov-type code designed to simulate hypersonic flows in one, two or three
dimensions with different coordinate systems. The code supports simulations
using just hydrodynamics, with relativistic hydrodynamics, with magnetohy-
drodynamics or with relativistic magnetohydrodynamics. The code can be
configured for use with adaptive mesh refinement, and the FARGO algorithm
is included. Simulations may be run in a rotating frame or an inertial frame.
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Radiative hydrodynamic modules for pluto have been developed by Flock
et al. (2013), building the flux-limited diffusion approach of Commerçon et al.
(2011) and including irradiation, and by Kolb et al. (2013).
2.4 Parallelisation
Parallelisation is the name given to the process whereby large, computationally
expensive calculations are distributed among many computer processors. In
the case of our simulations, the domain of a hydrodynamic simulation can
be broken down into a number of regions. Each region is then integrated
independently, in parallel, yielding a significant increase in speed. In order
to integrate cells at the boundary of each computational domain, information
about the state of cells in the domain of another processor is needed; this
information is exchanged at the end of each timestep and stored in so-called
ghost cells.
For example, in figure 2.1, cells i − 2, i − 1 and i might be integrated by
processor n and cells i + 1, i + 2 and i + 4 might be integrated by processor
n+1. In an algorithm with two ghost cells (that is, one where data about two
neighbouring cells is needed for each integration) the current state of cells i−1
and i would be sent from processor n to n + 1 to be used but not modified.
Similarly, the values of cells i+ 1 and i+ 2 would be sent to processor n.
It is important when using parallelised codes to ensure that the speed increase
from the smaller domain size is not negated by the increased time required to
pass data between processors. Typically, the number of ghost cells should be
much smaller than the number of cells in each processor’s domain.
A very commonly used standard for parallelisation, which allows communi-
cation between processors, is the Message-Passing Interface (MPI), described
by e.g. Gropp et al. (1999) and implemented in a large number of compil-
ers and languages. In this paradigm, each processor runs the same program,
but each will be assigned a different processor rank which can be stored in
a program variable. Processors can, for example, send messages to other
processors (MPI_SEND), wait to receive such messages before continuing
(MPI_RECV) or wait until all processors reach the same stage in the compu-
tation (MPI_BARRIER).
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2.5 Boundary Conditions
The algorithms discussed above all use the current state of the grid to calculate
the state at a later time; specifically, the nearest neighbours of a cell are used to
determine how it evolves. At the boundaries, however, we have no surrounding
cells on one side, which is a problem typically dealt with by adding more ghost
cells at each boundary. These are similar to those described above in the
section on parallelisation, but for which we prescribe a state based on the
behaviour we want at that boundary.
The number of ghost cells required depends on the number of neighbour cells
required by the algorithm being used and it should be noted that not all
variables of state need to share the same boundary conditions. Similarly,
boundary conditions in different dimensions are independent. Typically, in
simulations of the kind in this thesis, we require that the edges of a simulation
do not strongly influence the area of interest.
If we consider, as an example, a variable q on a one-dimensional grid of cells
x1, x2, x3, ..., xN , where x1 and xN are ghost cells, we can describe a number
of ways of handling boundaries:
Periodic Where q(x1) = q(xN−1) and q(xN) = q(x2). This has the effect that
material leaving the domain through one boundary enters again through the
other. In polar coordinates, for example, this would be used for the azimuthal
coordinate.
ExtrapolationWe can set the value of q(x1), thereby imposing a zero-gradient
condition at that bounday. Similarly, we can use the gradient of q between
x = x2 and x3 to extrapolate an appropriate value for x1 by linear regression;
or we can use a higher order scheme to extrapolar a regression of a higher
power, or fitting some function (an exponential decay, for example).
Hydrostatic We can choose our boundary to satisfy the hydrostatic equi-
librium equation, ensuring that the edge cells remain unchanged after the
integration;
∇P = −ρ∇Φ. (2.17)
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Reflecting Where material leaving through one boundary immediately enters
again through the same boundary; its velocity perpendicular to that boundary
is reversed while its other properties are unmodified.
Outflow Not strictly a boundary condition but rather a modifier to a bound-
ary condition, we may impose an outflow condition: Typically with the zero-
gradient boundary described above, we require no material to enter the grid
from outside and so we impose the additional condition that if the velocity in
the ghost cell, x1, is positive, it is set to zero. Similarly, a negative velocity
in cell xN would be set to zero. Velocities directed out of the computational
domain at either boundary would be unaffected.
We might also employ damping regions employed below.
2.5.1 Damping regions
With reflecting boundary conditions, waves launched by the planet in the disc
will be reflected back into the domain of interest in a non-physical way. In order
to minimise this effect, we can use damping or wave-killing regions, as described
by de Val-Borro et al. (2006), close to the boundaries. With this technique,
physical properties (velocity, density, pressure) generically represented here by
x are damped in the wave-killing regions according to
dx
dt = −
x− x0
τ
R(r), (2.18)
where x0 is the initial value of x (that is to say, the equilibrium value in the
case without the presence of the planet), τ is the damping timescale (typically
some fraction of the orbital period at the boundary) and R(r) is a parabolic
function which is one at the boundary and zero at the edge adjoining the rest
of the computational domain.
2.5.2 Internal boundaries
In the boundary cells, properties are changed as necessary to ensure that the
simulation behaves as desired in the region we are interested in. It is some-
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times necessary to form similar modifications to cell properties away from the
boundary, in order to capture relevant physics. A pertinent example might be
an imposed change in cell density by a subroutine modelling accretion of disc
material near a planet. These are sometimes known as internal boundaries, to
indicate the prescribed nature of the changes in cell properties that take place
there.
2.6 Thermodynamic Models
In order to accurately solve the evolution of the disc, we need to select an
appropriate thermodynamic model, being aware that more accurate models
come at the cost of greater computational complexity. A number of such
models are reviewed in this section in the context of disc simulations.
2.6.1 Locally isothermal
If we assume T is a simple function of R, we can trivially use the ideal gas
law to relate P and ρ, with γ → 1. This is conceptually simple and removes
the need to integrate the energy equation. However, it assumes a very rapid
thermal relaxation timescale, such that material returns to its equilibrium
temperature instantaneously. In regions with a high optical depth, this will
not be a realistic model, as relaxation back to the appropriate equilibrium
temperature at a given radius in the disc will take much longer. The instant
relaxation also means that the entropy-related corotation torque in such a disc
will reach towards its smaller, linear value.
2.6.2 Adiabatic
If the temperature distribution is more complex, we must solve the fluid en-
ergy equation given above. By doing this, we are simulating an adiabatic
(or isentropic) disc; material remains at the same temperature as it is moved
around the grid, with no heating or cooling due to its environment. This corre-
sponds to an infinitely long thermal relaxation timescale, which is unlikely to
be physically realistic at all disc radii. For our work, an adiabatic disc means
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the corotation torque will saturate as the corotation region becomes mixed, as
described in chapter 1.
The adiabatic exponent, γ, defined as the ratio of the specific heat at constant
pressure Cp to the specific heat at constant volume Cv, is related to the number
of degrees of freedom f of the fluid by
γ = Cp
Cv
= f + 2
f
. (2.19)
Typical values in the literature for disc simulations are between γ = 7/5 (as-
suming a diatomic molecule) and γ = 5/3 (assuming atomic gas).
2.6.3 Radiation transport
In a real protoplanetary disc, the temperature profile is determined by the
balance of viscous heating, radiative heating and cooling. Irradiation from
the central star should also be included. In an attempt to reproduce this
computationally, it is possible to transport energy through radiation in the
disc. The flux-limited diffusion model is one approach as implemented by,
among others, Commerçon et al. (2011). Such techniques are computationally
intensive. We describe such a scheme in chapter 5.
2.6.4 Entropy Relaxation
As a computationally efficient alternative to a full radiative transfer model,
we can implement an adiabatic disc with a simple Newtonian cooling scheme
that constantly relaxes the entropy (or temperature) in the disc back toward
its initial value on a specified time scale, τent. The value of τent can be chosen
through successive trials to, for instance, optimally unsaturate the corotation
torque. Given that P/ργ is a constant along each adiabat and is therefore a
function of entropy, s, we can use the function
K(s) = P
ργ
, (2.20)
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and integrate it at each timestep according to
Ki+1(s) = Ki(s)− (Ki(s)−K(s0)) ∆t
τent
, (2.21)
where K(s0) is the initial value of the entropy function and ∆t is the time-step
size. From this, the internal energy density is recalculated using the ideal gas
law
e = K(s) ρ
γ
γ − 1 . (2.22)
This allows us to strike a balance between the instantaneous thermal relaxation
of a locally isothermal disc model and the infinitely slow thermal relaxation
time of a pure adiabatic disc, while at the same time avoiding the complexity
of implementing a full-blown radiative transfer scheme.
2.7 Our Simulations
There are a number of other features that we make use of in our simulations;
in this section, these are introduced and discussed.
2.7.1 Potential
We use the following prescription for the gravitational potential that the disc
evolves under, where the three terms are, respectively, the potential of the
central star, the potential of the planet and the indirect term due to the centre
of the coordinate system being at the centre of the central star and not at the
centre of mass of the system;
Φ = −GM∗
r
− Gmp
d
+ Gmp
r3p
~rp · ~r, (2.23)
where r is the magnitude of the distance to the disc element ~r, where ~r =
(x, y, z)T, and d =
√
(x− xp)2 + (y − yp)2 + (z − zp)2 + b is the distance be-
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tween the planet and the disc element, where b is the so-called ‘softening’
term. In 2D simulations, this softening accounts for the three dimensional na-
ture of the real disc and should be some fraction of the scale height (b = 0.4h
has been found to agree well with 3D simulations and has been used by, e.g.
Paardekooper et al. (2010)). In 3D simulations, the softening should be on the
order of a grid cell and serves only to prevent numerical singularities. Kley
et al. (2009) has suggested the use of a cubic potential with a characteristic
softening for problems in 3D to accurately model disc material behaviour close
to the planet; this is not employed in this work.
2.7.2 Accretion model
In order to form gaps around massive planets in a disc in a self-consistent
manner, we can allow a small embedded planetary core to accrete mass from
the surrounding disc within the Hill radius. Material closer to the planet can
be accreted at a greater rate than that further away. The rate of accretion
is chosen to allow growth to take place sufficiently slowly to not significantly
perturb the disc but rapidly enough to take place within the limits set by the
computational resources available. This approach is after that of Kley (1999),
who finds that for kinematic viscosities of ν > 1×10−6, the accretion timescale
is less than that of the viscous evolution of the disc4.
We describe such a model in section 5.5, where we implement it into the pluto
code.
2.7.3 Density floor
We typically include a density floor to avoid very low density regions causing
high velocities and so a small maximum timestep. The value of this is usually
chosen to be sufficiently small that any remaining mass at this level will have
a negligible effect on the rest of the system.
4Note that kinematic viscosity has dimensions L2T and that viscosities in this thesis are
given in code units; if r = 1 corresponds to 1 AU, then ν has units AU22pi×years .
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2.7.4 Hill sphere exclusion
Disc material very close to the planet will be bound to it gravitationally, or
be accreted. In either case, it will not apply a torque on the planet. Rather
than model the interactions between the planet and nearby material, which
would require a much higher resolution, we simply exclude all material within
the Hill sphere when calculating the torque experienced by the planet. As the
movement of the planet through the grid (whether due to epicyclic motion
in the corotating frame or due to orbital motion in the inertial frame) may
cause grid cells to be suddenly counted or not counted as they move inside or
outside this limit, we implement a scheme such that the torque from all cells
is weighted by
f = 1− exp
(
− d
2
2s2
)
, (2.24)
where d is the distance from the planet to the cell in Hill radii and s was chosen
such that average torque was comparable to the case with no scale factor. A
good value was found to be 0.5, by comparing the torque on planets on circular
orbits using both this prescription and a binary torque inclusion/exclusion
model.
2.8 Disc simulations
Having described the principles and components of a hydrodynamic protoplan-
etary disc simulation, I discuss in this section the context of those simulations
in terms of what is currently possible and the compromises we must make in
the interests of efficient use of available computational resources.
There are a number of approaches we can use to model planets in protoplan-
etary discs. In all cases, there is a trade-off between speed and complexity.
N-body simulations can simulate a planetary system evolving under gravity for
many millions of orbits, with the disc (if modelled) assumed to be azimuthally
symmetric and being represented by a simple one-dimensional viscous evo-
lution model. Such a model can calculate the torques applied on both the
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planet and the disc and effectively handle realistic gap opening and type II
migration. Modelling type I migration, however, requires precise heuristics
to allow the torque on the planet to be calculated given the disc conditions.
This type of model has been used by Fogg and Nelson (2007) and Hellary and
Nelson (2012), among others, and is currently the only way we can generate
a statistically significant number of artificial planetary systems to test against
observations.
To increase the physical realism, we can use a two-dimensional hydrodynamic
disc model, in which our planets move under the action of an N-body solver
and the disc material is modelled as a fluid. This fluid (or continuum) approx-
imation is acceptable as long as the length scales we are interested in (AUs)
are much greater than the molecular interaction scale.
Planets now distort the disc by the effect of their gravity on the disc. A soft-
ening parameter (discussed in section 2.7.1) is used to allow a 2D model to
represent a 3D disc; the details of this model must be tuned to match 2D sim-
ulations. A canonical example of such a model is that of Nelson et al. (2000),
who ran simulations of Jovian mass plants in locally isothermal protoplanetary
discs over thousands of orbits at a resolution of up to 130 × 384 (Nr × Nφ)
with three different hydrodynamic codes, and found inward migration occured
on a timescale of ∼ 104 years.
A final option is to run a simulation in three dimensions, with the disc modelled
using hydrodynamic equations, with the associated extra computational cost
of the extra dimension. It is important to note that at any size scale, the
resolution of the simulation must be sufficiently high that the relevant physical
features are resolved. An investigation of the corotation region, for instance,
must at a minimum resolve the corotation region with enough cells to obtain
meaningful results. Such global 3D simulations include those by, for example,
Bitsch and Kley (2010).
It is possible to simulate a smaller region of a disc for a longer time and
to a higher degree of complexity, but such models must be carefully validated
against global models to ensure the behaviour is the same (Nelson and Gressel,
2010).
In addition to increasing the number of dimensions, more physics can increase
the computational complexity of the problem being tackled. An alpha viscosity
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model, for instance, is much less computationally intensive than modelling the
disc processes such as the magneto-rotational instability believed to give rise
to the effective viscosity in the disc. Similarly, a simple Newtonian cooling
approximation allows a simulation to run much quicker than a full radiative
disc model, but at the risk of giving less physically realistic results.
Summary
• The equations of hydrodynamics are a set of coupled partial differ-
ential equations, closed by an equation of state.
• They can be solved numerically in a number of ways relevant to this
thesis; by advection type codes like nirvana or by Godunov scheme
codes like pluto. The latter have the ability to capture density
features more precisely, but suffer from temperamental boundaries.
• A number of thermodynamic models exist that can be used to pre-
scribe appropriate behaviour for the evolution of the thermal struc-
ture of the disc, including the model of entropy relaxation.
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Chapter 3
The Corotation Torque for
Eccentric Planets
In this chapter, the first of the projects that make up my PhD is pre-
sented; an investigation of the attenuation of the corotation torque
with increasing eccentricity. The simulations are described and then
the results presented and discussed. An empirical relation between
the eccentricity and the corotation torque is derived.
This work has been published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society by Fendyke and Nelson (2014) and this chap-
ter closely follows that paper.
In section 3.1 we define the aims and scope of the investigation; in section 3.2
we remind the reader of the relevant pieces of background information from
the introductory chapters; in section 3.3 we describe our simulation setup;
in section 3.4 we justify our choice of resolution; in section 3.5 we test our
code against previous work; in section 3.6 we describe our suite of simulations;
in section 3.7 we present our results for optimising the corotation torque; in
section 3.8 we discuss in detail our three methods for measuring the corotation
torque; in section 3.9 we discuss time-averaged disc density features associated
with the torque; in section 3.10 we present our empirical fit; in section 3.11 we
discuss our results; in section 3.12 we study the effect of the choice of softening
parameter; and finally in section 3.13 we present our conclusions.
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3.1 The Aims
The aim of this project was to empirically ascertain the corotation torque ex-
perienced by an embedded low-mass planet on an eccentric orbit, for a range
of disc scale heights, to establish a fitting formula analogous to those produced
be Paardekooper et al. (2010), if possible, suitable for use in N-body simula-
tions of planet formation and to attempt to link this behaviour to changes in
the streamline morphology and density structure of the disc.
3.2 Background
The current dataset describing the observed population of extrasolar plan-
ets displays a broad diversity in physical and orbital properties. Taken as a
whole, these planetary systems are likely to contain substantial mass in heavy
elements, such that their existence is difficult to explain using in situ forma-
tion scenarios because most disc models contain insufficient inventories of solid
material at small radii (e.g. Hayashi, 1981; Weidenschilling, 1977). Large scale
migration, possibly coupled with continuing mass growth, would appear to
provide the most compelling explanation for many of these systems, although
N-body models coupled with disc-driven migration have so far not managed
to reproduce short-period multi-planet systems that are particularly similar to
those observed (e.g. McNeil and Nelson, 2010). (See section 1.1).
While planet-planet gravitational scattering coupled with tidal interaction with
the central star may explain some short-period planets, the compact, low
mutual-inclination, short-period systems such as Kepler-11 appear to be best
explained through gas disc-driven migration. Low mass planets whose Hill
radii are smaller than the local scale height (such that they do not carve out
deep, tidally-truncated gaps) experience type I migration, driven by a com-
bination of Lindblad and corotation torques (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1980;
Ward, 1997; Tanaka et al., 2002). Particular interest has focussed on the role
of corotation torques since it was first realised that they may counterbalance
the rapid inward migration driven by Lindblad torques. In particular, strong
positive gradients in disc surface density can cause the corotation torque to
stall migration due to the associated gradient in vortensity (Masset et al.,
2006b), and a negative entropy gradient may also cause migration to stall
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(Paardekooper and Mellema, 2006; Baruteau and Masset, 2008; Paardekooper
and Papaloizou, 2008).
Strong corotation torques (also known as “horseshoe drag”; Ward, 1991) arise
through interaction between the planet and gas that executes horseshoe orbits
in a disc with a radial gradient in vortensity and/or entropy. Given that horse-
shoe streamlines are a non-linear phenomenon, horseshoe drag is also referred
to as the non-linear corotation torque (Paardekooper and Papaloizou, 2008).
The vortensity-related corotation torque is prone to saturation in the absence
of viscosity, which maintains the vortensity gradient across the horseshoe re-
gion against the tendency of orbital phase mixing there to flatten it out. Sim-
ilarly, thermal diffusion or cooling is required to maintain the entropy-related
corotation torque against saturation. Torque formulae have been derived that
allow the steady-state corotation torque to be calculated for a broad range
of disc and planet parameters (Paardekooper et al., 2010, 2011; Masset and
Casoli, 2010). (See section 1.5).
In addition to saturation in the absence of viscous or thermal diffusion, the
corotation torque has been shown to diminish for a planet on an eccentric orbit
(Bitsch and Kley, 2010). At present the physical reason for this decrease is not
clear, and as yet there has not been an extensive analysis of how the dependence
of the corotation torque on eccentricity scales with variations in disc and planet
parameters. Given that planet-planet interactions during planet formation
and migration lead inevitably to eccentricity excitation (e.g. Cresswell and
Nelson, 2006), further exploration of these issues is important in order to fully
understand the role of migration in planetary formation. Using simple N-
body simulations of planetary accretion coupled with prescriptions for type
I migration torques obtained from Paardekooper et al. (2011), Hellary and
Nelson (2012) examined the possible influence of eccentricity excitation on the
oligarchic growth of planets, and concluded that the ability of horseshoe drag to
prevent rapid inward migration of growing planets is diminished strongly when
the associated quenching of the corotation torque is accounted for. Further
examination of this is clearly required to test the assumptions of how the
torque scales with eccentricity adopted in this latter study.
In this chapter, we present results from 2D hydrodynamic simulations of eccen-
tric planets of different mass embedded in protoplanetary discs with differing
effective vertical scale heights. Particular challenges faced when analysing the
results include the tendency for moderate gaps and vortices to form in low
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viscosity discs with relatively small vertical scale heights (i.e. H/r . 0.05).
To overcome these problems three different methods for estimating the unsat-
urated corotation torque were employed as part of this project. As expected
from the earlier simulations of Bitsch and Kley (2010), we observe that the
corotation torque decreases as the planet eccentricity increases. We provide an
empirically derived analytic fit formula for our simulation results which shows
that the corotation torque decreases exponentially with orbital eccentricity,
with the e-folding eccentricity scaling linearly with the local disc scale height.
3.3 The Model
We use the nirvana code described in the previous chapter to simulate a
two-dimensional disc in polar coordinates. We use a resolution of either 1020
or 1024 cells in radius and 2048 in azimuth on either 48 or 64 cores after
conducting the resolution study described in section 3.4. The simulations
are computed in a frame of reference corotating with the planet’s guiding
centre, such that the eccentricity manifests itself as epicyclic motion around
this guiding centre.
We use a gravitational potential softening parameter b = 0.4h for the majority
of our simulations, though we change this to explore the effect of the softening
parameter in section 3.11.2. We use an initial disc density profile of the form
σ = σ0r−0.5 and an initial temperature profile of the form T = T0r−2 in order to
get a strong enough corotation torque to measure without difficulty according
to equation 1.19. We normalise our disc mass to 1.35 × 10−3 in units of the
central stellar mass, although in the absence of self-gravity, this simply linearly
scales the resultant torque. We set the adiabatic exponent, γ = 1.4.
The inner and outer radial boundaries of our grid have been set to r = 0.5
and r = 1.8 respectively so as to be sufficiently far from the planet as to avoid
boundary effects at that planet’s location, and we employ reflecting boundary
conditions with damping zones inside r = 0.6 and outside r = 1.6 to minimise
wave reflection, using the scheme described by de Val-Borro et al. (2006). In
azimuth, we simulate the full 2pi of the disc and employ periodic boundary
conditions.
We try different values of damping timescale at the radial boundaries, as il-
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lustrated in figure 3.1. We find that τdamp = 0.05 works well for H/r of 0.03,
0.05 and 0.07, where 0.03 works better for H/r = 0.1. This is consistent with
the greater sound speed in a thicker disc and the consequent requirement that
the damping be more rapid.
Our planet is set to have a mass of 1.5×10−5 in units of the central stellar mass,
equivalent to a 5M⊕ planet around a solar-mass star, with a fixed location of
(r, φ) = (1, pi2 ) in the rotating frame.
We use a simple Newtonian cooling scheme, as described in section 2.6.4 as
being much less computationally expensive than using full radiation trans-
port while still being more realistic than using either an adiabatic or a lo-
cally isothermal disc model. In section 3.7, we discuss our choice of cooling
timescale.
We do not want to include torque from material gravitationally bound to the
planet, so we exclude material inside the Hill radius. However, if a planet
crosses an arbitrary threshold (with no physical significance), suddenly new
cells are counted and an artifical ‘jump’ in torque is observed. To counteract
this, we reject the model of including or excluding cells and instead modify the
torque contribution as described in section 2.7.4. where H is the Hill radius.
3.4 Resolution Study
By using equation 1.23, we can calculate the expected half-width of the coro-
tation region (horseshoe width), xs, for a 5M⊕ planet at r = 1 in disc for which
H/r = 0.05. By imposing the condition that the horseshoe region should be
resolved by at least 10 cells, we find that the entire computational domain
in radius from r = 0.5 to 1.8 should be resolved by at least 200 cells1. This
is consistent with our simulation results shown in figure 3.2, where there is
a marked difference in total torque between the simulations with the radial
resolution less than and greater than 200. In that figure we are seeing the
initial ‘peak’ of torque, corresponding to the Lindblad and corotation torques
combined. This ‘initial peak’ is discussed more in section 3.8.3 on our method
(iii).
1xs = 1.68
√
1.5×10−5
0.05 , ∆x =
xs
5 ,
1.3
∆x ∼ 200.
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Figure 3.1: As an illustration of our choice of damping timecale, we see disc
density perturbation profiles here for a H/r = 0.1 disc. The quantity be-
ing plotted is the perturbation to the initial density, ρ/ρ0. Note that with
the greater damping timescale, clear reflections are seen from the boundaries.
These have the effect of changing the measured torque on the planet. In this
case, the timescale of 0.03 was chosen.
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We can see that the increase from 1024×2048 (Nr×Nφ) cells to 2048×4096 cells
makes a negligible difference to the torque measured and that the resolution
can potentially drop as low as 512×1024 while still giving comparable results.
Since we expect the morphology of the corotation region to change with in-
creasing eccentricity, we select a resolution of 1024× 2048 for our simulations
to ensure that even a halving of horseshoe width will not cause any signifi-
cant effects due to the lower resolution over the corotation region. Given the
parallelised nature of our simulations and the need to efficiently use computa-
tion time by sensibly dividing the computational domain, we vary the radial
resolution to 1020 in some cases.
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Figure 3.2: Resolution study, r×φ. For comparison, theoretical values for the
total (Lindblad and corotation) torque and just the Lindblad torque calculated
using the prescription of Paardekooper et al. (2010) are shown as dotted lines.
The decrease in torque after ∼ 30 orbits is due to the onset of corotation torque
saturation.
3.5 Testing code against previous work
We first test our code to ensure that we obtain torques comparable to those
obtained by Paardekooper et al. (2010) in previous work, using those shown in
figure 2 of their paper as our benchmark, both to preclude any major problems
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in our code and also to confirm the applicability of their torque formulae, which
we expect to hold. We set the kinematic viscosity2 to be ν = 1 × 10−7; low
enough that we expect the corotation torque to saturate after many orbits. In
these simulations, unlike in the rest of those performed for this project, the
planet has a mass ratio of q = 1.26 × 10−5 (equivalent to 4.2 Earth masses
around a solar-mass star) and the adiabatic constant γ = 5/3.
Our results are broadly consistent, with differences of only a few tens of per-
cent, which we suggest might be explained by our use of a very low kinematic
viscosity, allowing the corotation torque to saturate to a greater degree. Torque
time-series from these simulations are shown in figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.3: The test of our code against previous work by Paardekooper et al.
(2010). For these simulations, we set the kinematic viscosity ν = 1× 10−7 and
the gradients of density and temperature are α = 1.5, β = 0. The planet has
a mass of q = 1.26× 10−5 and the adiabatic constant γ = 5/3.
2In code units, as described in section 2.7.2.
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Figure 3.4: The test of our code against previous work by Paardekooper et al.
(2010). For these simulations, we set the kinematic viscosity ν = 1× 10−7 and
the gradients of density and temperature are α = 1.5, β = 2. The planet has
a mass of q = 1.26× 10−5 and the adiabatic constant γ = 5/3.
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Figure 3.5: The test of our code against previous work by Paardekooper et al.
(2010). For these simulations, we set the kinematic viscosity ν = 1× 10−7 and
the gradients of density and temperature are α = 0, β = 1. The planet has a
mass of q = 1.26× 10−5 and the adiabatic constant γ = 5/3.
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3.6 The Simulations
We computed disc models with aspect ratios h ≡ H/r = 0.03, 0.05, 0.07
and 0.1. For each value of h, eccentricity values in the interval 0 ≤ e ≤ 0.3
were considered. For each combination of h and e, we performed two separate
simulations:
Set A An adiabatic disc with viscosity at the lowest value consistent with
obtaining a well-behaved time series for the measured torque on the planet.
We give these values in table 3.1. In the absence of this small viscosity we
find that torque time series may become difficult to interpret due to strong
time-dependencies introduced through the development of small vortices that
form near the separatrices between circulating and librating material. A low
viscosity adiabatic disc allows saturation of both the vortensity and entropy
related contributions to the corotation torque as material in the horseshoe
region becomes phase mixed and the vortensity and entropy gradients disap-
pear. A torque time series from one of these simulations when the planet is on
a circular orbit is shown in figure 3.6.
Set B A disc with viscosity and thermal diffusion set to values selected by
successive trials to optimally unsaturate the corotation torque as described in
section 3.7. We give the optimal values in table 3.1. The torque time series
from such a simulation with a circular orbit is shown in figure 3.6, where all
torques plotted are normalised by the quantity Γ0/γ in which
Γ0 =
(
q
h
)2
σpr
4
pΩ2p, (3.1)
as given in equation 1.18.
For all simulations, as the non-linear horseshoe drag is due to material un-
dergoing horseshoe orbits, and the timescale for even the shortest horseshoe
orbit is significantly longer than the planetary orbital period, we continually
construct and record time-averaged density and velocity fields from the disc for
further analysis. We also maintain a record of the contribution to the torque
exerted on the planet by the disc as a function of radius in the disc.
For simulations in set A, it is assumed that after the total torque has reached
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Figure 3.6: Here we see an example pair of simulations from sets A and B. In
this method, we simply compare the steady-state values of the two torques,
obtaining our estimate of the error from the residual variation in the signal
beyond 250 orbits. This also serves as an illustration of our first method.
a steady-state, the corotation torque has saturated and only the Lindblad
torque remains. For those in set B, we expect the steady-state total torque to
approach the value predicted by the formulae of Paardekooper et al. (2010) for
unsaturated corotation torques in the circular orbit case as seen in figure 3.6.
Using these two sets of simulations, we estimate the corotation torque for
each different eccentricity using three methods described briefly here and then
discussed in detail in the relevant later sections:
Method (i) By taking the difference between the long-term, steady-state,
time-averaged torques obtained in the corresponding simulations from sets A
and B. This method assumes that the Lindblad torque is the same in each sim-
ulation, such that the torque difference measures the unsaturated corotation
torque obtained in the set B simulation directly.
Method (ii) By using time-averaged velocity fields to determine the extent of
the region in which disc material is undergoing horseshoe orbits. We aggregate
the torque contribution from this region by using time-averages of the torque
versus radius data that we accumulate during the simulations.
Method (iii) By measuring the initial peak in the torque time series from
simulations in set A associated with the initial growth of the corotation torque
prior to its long-term saturation. This value is only reached after the horseshoe
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trajectories have been set up but before any disc material has been returned to
its original location– before phase mixing has taken place. This is the method
most similar to previous measurements of the corotation torque (Paardekooper
et al., 2010). The peak is then compared with the long-term steady torque
which is assumed to comprise the Lindblad torque only due to saturation of
the corotation torque.
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3.6.1 Torque filtering
The torque time series for an eccentric planet consists of an average value,
due to the motion of the planet’s guiding centre, and a contribution due to
the epicyclic motion that varies quasi-periodically on the planet orbital period.
At high eccentricities, the contribution from the epicyclic motion dominates
and obscures the averaged value that we require; that is, the value that would
govern the planet’s migration on long timescales, were it free to migrate. As
this motion occurs on a much more rapid timescale than that of material within
the corotation region, we use a Fourier transform filter to remove oscillations
occurring on timescales more rapid than a few orbital periods. The choice
of filter threshold was selected by trial, as shown in figure 3.7. The result of
employing this procedure is shown in figure 3.8.
We can see that the resultant time series captures the averaged behaviour well,
without the issues associated with running averaged, specifically the lack of
data points to average over towards the start and end of the time series, which
is a particular problem when the epicyclic oscillations are as large as they are
in this case and we are interested in finding a peak at early times.
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of the different filter thresholds tested to remove
the highest frequency oscillations associated with the planet’s epicyclic motion
about its guiding centre, compared to the original signal. We select a parameter
of 100.
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Figure 3.8: We use a simple Fourier transform filter to remove high frequency
oscillations associated with the planet’s epicyclic motion about its guiding
centre and leave the long-term torque changes that we are interested in. Here
we see the torque time series for H/r = 0.07 with e = 0.02 being filtered to
remove the contribution of the epicyclic motion.
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Table 3.1: Optimised entropy relaxation timescale, τent, optimised kinematic
viscosity, νopt, and minimum kinematic viscosity, νmin, that allows for a quasi-
steady flow for a planet on a circular orbit in a disc of various thicknesses.
These values are obtained through numerical experimentation and are given
in code units as described in section 2.7.2.
H/r τent (orbits) νopt νmin
0.03 7 8× 10−6 2.5× 10−7
0.05 11 5× 10−6 1× 10−7
0.07 13 4× 10−6 1× 10−7
0.10 14 1.5× 10−6 1× 10−8
3.7 Optimising the corotation torque
Our first and second methods require that we have a simulation in which
the corotation torque is nearly optimised, so as to give the greatest possible
difference between the simulations in sets A and B and allow the corotation
torque to be measured for high eccentricities.
We first run a series of simulations with no thermal relaxation, in which the
entropy-related corotation torque is expected to saturate over many horseshoe
libration periods. We then select different values of viscosity to find one which
maximises the steady-state torque after many orbital periods. We consider this
to be a value of viscosity which effectively unsaturates the vortensity-related
corotation torque. This is illustrated in figure 3.9.
With this value of viscosity, we now select different values of thermal relaxation
timescale and, again, look to maximise the steady-state torque, considering this
unsaturate the entropy-related corotation torque as illustrated in figures 3.10
and 3.11.
When this technique is applied to a H/r = 0.05 disc as seen in figures 3.9, 3.10
and 3.11, we obtain τent = 11 and ν = 5 × 10−6. An analogous procedure is
performed for all disc scale heights with results shown in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.9: A torque time series for a 5M⊕ planet on a circular orbit in a
H/r = 0.05 disc, with no thermal relaxation and different values of kinematic
viscosity, ν. We select ν = 5×10−6 as being the greatest value consistent with
a clean torque signal.
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Figure 3.10: A torque time series for a 5M⊕ planet on a circular orbit in a
H/r = 0.05 disc, with kinematic viscosity, ν = 5 × 10−6, and different values
of thermal relaxation timescale (in orbits). Note the relatively small difference
between the different plausible choices of timescale. We choose τent = 11,
justified by figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: A torque time series for a 5M⊕ planet on a circular orbit in a
H/r = 0.05 disc, with kinematic viscosity, ν = 5 × 10−6, and different values
of thermal relaxation timescale (in orbits). Here we see a ‘zoomed in’ plot of
figure 3.10, justifying our choice of τent = 11.
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3.8 Measuring the Corotation Torque
In this section we present the results from the simulations on how the corota-
tion torque varies with eccentricity and disc parameters, showing the results
obtained with each of the methods used to estimate the corotation torque.
We begin by presenting results for planet mass 5 M⊕ and disc models with
h = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07, followed by a model with 5 M⊕ and h = 0.1. Note
that a final suite of simulations was conducted to test our results under a dif-
ferent conditions; these simulations of a mode with planet mass 10 M⊕ and
h = 0.1 are presented in section 3.10.1. The steady state torque measured in
all our simulations with planet mass 5 M⊕ is shown in figure 3.12, in which we
see the expected Lindblad torque direction reversal as the eccentricity reaches
Paploizou-Larwood regime of e & 1.1H
r
(Papaloizou and Larwood, 2002). Some
of the anomalous results are discussed in the next subsection, as these torques
are used in method (i) to calculate the corotation torque. We can also imme-
diately note from figure 3.12 that at large values of eccentricity, the two sets
of torque values essentially coincide as the corotation contribution diminishes.
3.8.1 Method (i)
When using this method to estimate the steady corotation torque as a function
of eccentricity, we first filter out high frequency oscillations in the torque time-
series due to the epicyclic motion of the planet as described in section 3.6.1,
and then take the difference between the results of simulations in sets A and B.
In principle, the long-term steady torques in set A converge to pure Lindblad
torques, and those in set B consist of the Lindblad plus sustained corotation
torque, so we take the difference and use this as a measure of the corotation
torque. The results obtained using this method are shown in figure 3.13, where
we plot the estimated corotation torque value versus eccentricity. As there is
residual time variation in the torque at the end of the simulations, we plot the
mean torque (averaged between 240 and 350 orbits), and error bars showing
three standard deviations about the mean.
The simulations from set B with thermal relaxation and viscosity produce
smooth, well-behaved results that tend toward a well-defined steady state after
sufficient run-time. There are a number of issues, however, affecting some low-
viscosity disc models from set A that combine to make it difficult to obtain
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Figure 3.12: The total torque recorded in the steady state in all simulations
with H/r = 0.03,0.05 and 0.07. Note the Lindblad torque reversal as we
expect.
.
accurate estimates of corotation torques. They involve restructuring of the
disc in some fashion. First, we find that the thinner, low viscosity disc models
develop moderate gaps due to tidal torques from the planet. These have depth
∼ 10-20 % of the background surface density. Although these models do not
satisfy the usual gap formation requirement that the planet Hill sphere size
exceeds the vertical scale height (see e.g. Lin and Papaloizou, 1993; Crida et al.,
2006), non-linear damping of the spiral waves deposits angular momentum in
the disc near the planet and can cause a moderate annular dip to develop in
the local surface density profile. This effect has been predicted analytically
by Tanaka et al. (2002) and observed in simulations by Muto et al. (2010).
The gap impacts on the estimate of the Lindblad torque in these cases, and
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therefore affects the corotation torque estimate because a similar gap does not
develop in the corresponding viscous disc model. This gap is shown in figure
3.14 where the azimuthally-averaged density profiles for H/r = 0.03 and 0.07
are compared at several eccentricities and the significant density perturbation
in the thinner disc is clearly apparent.
The second issue is that for eccentricities e ≥ 0.06 in the h = 0.03 runs, a large
scale discrete vortex forms very close to the corotation radius of the planet
guiding centre. This moves very slowly relative to the planet, but exerts a
time-varying torque on it that is very difficult to average out because of the
long run times that would be required. This clearly has an effect on our
ability to measure the corotation torque using method (i). Finally, for some
runs with h = 0.03 and 0.05, and for intermediate values of the eccentricity
(i.e. 0.07 . e . 0.1), we observe the development of discrete structures in the
simulations. When the time averaged surface density is rendered as a colour
map we observe these structures to sit in or at the inner edge of the horseshoe
region close to the mean location of the planet. They do not appear to be
vortices, but instead seem to be features related to the high density structure
that forms behind the planet at pericentre. As can be seen in the middle panel
of figure 3.13, for example, this is an issue that affects the torque in the range
e = 0.08 to 0.1 cases this particular value of h. So far we have been unable to
determine why only these specific runs give rise to this phenomenon.
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Figure 3.13: Here we plot the corotation torque value versus eccentricity as
estimated by our method (i). As there is residual time variation in the torque
at the end of the simulations, we plot the mean torque (averaged between 240
and 350 orbits), and error bars showing three standard deviations about the
mean. The fits shown by the dotted lines are exponential decays, which we
discuss in section 3.10.
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Figure 3.14: The perturbation to the azimuthally-averaged density profile in
a H/r = 0.03 disc compared to a H/r = 0.07 disc. In the thinner disc, the
density perturbation is much more signficant.
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3.8.2 Method (ii)
This method estimates the corotation torque by defining a region of the disc to
be the horseshoe region through inspection of fluid streamlines obtained from
time averages of the disc velocity field taken over many orbits of the planet. A
starting location is chosen in the disc from which we construct fluid streamlines
by integrating the averaged velocity field. Linear interpolation is used to define
the local velocity away from the centres of grid cells. By performing this
integration for a large number of closely separated initial locations, we are
able to precisely locate the region in which material undergoes horseshoe turns
on average. In our parlance, the location between librating and circulating
material is delineated by the ‘last circulating streamline’. There is one interior
and exterior to the planet’s semi-major axis. In figure 3.15 we plot half the
distance between the inner and outer last circulating streamlines as a function
of azimuth for all models drawn from set B that we are considering in this
section (mp = 5 M⊕ and h = 0.03, 0.05, 0.07). Each line corresponds to a
simulation with different planet eccentricity, and we note the clear trend for
the horseshoe region to narrow as e increases. The half-width of the corotation
region is smallest for the most eccentric planets in the thickest disc, where
xs ∼ 0.01, which we note is resolved by ∼ 10 cells in our simulations. For
the h = 0.07 disc, these streamlines are also shown in figures 3.22, 3.23, 3.24,
3.25 and 3.26. We discuss later how they narrow for increasing eccentricity,
and that the density perturbations associated with the corotation torque are
contained within the defined boundaries of the corotation region.
For the purpose of calculating the corotation torque using method (ii), the
corotation region is taken to be an annulus whose width is defined to be the
distance between the points on the inner and outer last circulating streamlines
that are furthest from the planet’s orbital radius. Once the corotation region
has been defined, the gravitational force exerted by disc material on the planet
from within that region is summed and time-averaged. Given that we are in-
terested in measuring the steady corotation torque we apply this method to
simulations in set B only. In general we expect the corotation torques to be
localised within this horseshoe region, and the Lindblad torque to originate
from beyond a distance to the planet equal to 2H/3. In figure 3.16, we show
the torque acting on the planet as a function of radius in the disc, demonstrat-
ing the localisation of the two torque contributions to these regions. Further
features displayed in the figure are worthy of note. We see the magnitude of
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Figure 3.15: The horseshoe half-width, xs, as a function of azimuth for all our
set B simulations with H/r = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07. Eccentricity increases in
increments of 0.02 from 0.00.
3. The Corotation Torque for Eccentric Planets
Figure 3.16: Torque as a function of radius for a disc with h = 0.07 and
a sustained corotation torque. Eccentricities shown are 0 (red, solid), 0.04
(green, dashed), 0.08 (blue, dotted), 0.12 (magenta, dot-dash), 0.16 (cyan,
solid), 0.20 (black, dashed). Note the Lindblad torque reversal for e > 1.1h
manifested as the reversal of the sign of the torque contributions from both the
inner and outer disc. Also note the clear localisation of the corotation torque
to the corotation region, centered around r = 1.
the corotation torque decrease with increasing eccentricity, and we also ob-
serve the Lindblad torque contributions from the inner and outer disc change
sign as the eccentricity exceeds h. Furthermore, for the higher eccentricity
cases we see the contributions from the inner and outer disc torques originate
from the pericentre and apocentre of the planet orbit as we expect from the
Papaloizou-Larwood model of the Lindblad torque at high eccentricities.
The estimates of the steady corotation torques for each of the models with
planet mass equal to 5 M⊕ and h = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 are shown in figure
3.17. The filled circles represent values for the corotation torque obtained
by taking a fiducial value for the width of the horseshoe region (the distance
between the points on the inner and outer last circulating streamlines that are
furthest from the planet’s orbital radius). The error bars represent the fact that
there is some ambiguity in the corotation torque because the last circulating
streamlines used to define the boundary of the corotation region do not lie
at constant distance from the corotation radius of the planet guiding centre.
These error bars were obtained by moving the boundary of the corotation
region 25% further away from the planet and 25% closer to it. This method is
shown schematically in figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.17: Here we plot the corotation torque value versus eccentricity as
estimated by our method (ii). Error bars were obtained by moving the bound-
ary of the corotation region 25% further away from the planet and 25% closer
to it. The fits shown by the dotted lines are exponential decays, which we
discuss in section 3.10.
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Figure 3.18: A schematic to illustrate the principle of our second method of
determining the corotation torque. Note the offset between the location of
the planet (the black circle) and the ‘centre’ of the velocity streamlines (solid
black lines) as described by Paardekooper and Papaloizou (2009b). We select
an area (shaded in red here and bordered by dotted lines) and calculate the
torque due to material inside it. We call this the corotation torque. To explore
the robustness of this method, we change the width of this area, as indicated
by the arrows.
As with method (i) for estimating corotation torques, this method also suffers
from a drawback, which is that high density material that forms close to the
planet at apo- and pericentre can enter the defined horseshoe region. Even
though these high density features are not related to the horseshoe drag, they
nonetheless can contribute to the estimate of the torque using method (ii)
because we have no way of excluding them from the torque calculation. In
terms of the magnitude of the corotation torque estimate, this method gives a
lower value than the other two because of this effect. We note, however, that
this method gives a smoothly varying monotonic estimate of the corotation
torque as a function of eccentricity, unlike methods (i) and (iii), demonstrating
that the steady corotation torque in a viscous disc with cooling really does
behave in the expected manner.
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3.8.3 Method (iii)
This method is the most comparable to that used in previous work (e.g.
Paardekooper et al., 2010). We begin by using a Fourier transform filter
to remove high frequency oscillations from torque time series obtained from
simulations in set A. We then measure the difference between the long-term
steady state (Lindblad) torque in these low viscosity adiabatic discs, and the
torque value immediately after approximately one horseshoe libration period
has elapsed when the surface density perturbations in the horseshoe region
have been set up through the advection of entropy and vortensity. This is the
moment when the transient corotation torque reaches its maximum positive
value, as shown for example by the line in figure 3.19. Corotation torque esti-
mates obtained using this method are shown in figure 3.20. As with method
(i), this method also has some drawbacks, because the long-term torque that
is supposed to represent the Lindblad torque is influenced by the previously
described gap and vortex formation.
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Figure 3.19: An illustration of our third method. Note that after approxi-
mately one horsshoe libration period, the total torque peaks, before relaxing
on a timescale of hundreds of orbits to the Lindblad torque value as the coro-
tation torque saturates. We measure the corotation torque from the difference
between the torque torque and the steady-state value. Our measurements of
the total and Lindblad torque are overplotted as the solid and dashed lines
respectively.
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Figure 3.20: Here we plot the corotation torque value versus eccentricity as
estimated by our method (iii). Error bars were obtained by combining the
variation in the measurement of the total torque ‘peak’ with that in the steady-
state Lindblad torque ‘tail’. The fits shown by the dotted lines are exponential
decays, which we discuss in section 3.10.
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3.8.4 A thicker disc: h = 0.1
The simulations described above adopted discs with aspect ratios in the range
expected for protoplanetary discs. Our results, however, show significant de-
pendence on the disc thickness because of non-linear effects (e.g. gap opening),
so we consider a thicker disc model with h = 0.1. We have repeated the coro-
tation torque estimates obtained from methods (i), (ii) and (iii) for a broad
range of eccentricities, and the corotation torque values are plotted in figure
3.21. The plots in this figure confirm the general trends noted for the thin-
ner disc models: improvement in the behaviour of torque estimates as one
employs thicker disc models; a tendency for method (ii) to produce a low esti-
mate for the corotation torque; and clear decrease in corotation torque as the
eccentricity increases.
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Figure 3.21: Here we plot the corotation torque against eccentricity for our
simulations in H/r = 0.10 discs, as measured by all three methods.
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3.9 Disc density fields
3.9.1 The corotation region morphology
In figures 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 we show time-averaged steady-state
surface density fields for the h = 0.07 discs with optimised, sustained corota-
tion torques. Using the corresponding time-averaged velocity fields, we locate
and superimpose the circulating streamline that sits closest to the horseshoe re-
gion (interior and exterior to the planet) where the gas is seen to librate rather
than circulate (the ‘last circulating streamline’). As such, this streamline acts
as the boundary that separates the circulating and librating regions. Inspec-
tion of these figures shows clearly the tendency for the width of the horseshoe
region to decrease as the eccentricity increases, with the horseshoe stream-
line u-turns broadly confined to the region outside the path of the planet’s
epicyclic motion. Furthermore, each panel shows the presence of a positive
surface density perturbation within the horseshoe region that sits just ahead
of the planet, and a negative perturbation that sits just behind it (in the iner-
tial frame, the sense of motion in this figure would be from left to right). As has
been discussed in previous work (e.g. Baruteau and Masset, 2008), these per-
turbations arise from the advection of fluid elements on horseshoe orbits that
almost conserve their entropy (and vortensity) around the horseshoe u-turn (in
the absence of viscosity, thermal relaxation or shocks these quantities should
be conserved). Maintenance of local pressure equilibrium causes regions that
receive low entropy material from the outer disc to contract. Regions behind
the planet that receive high entropy material expand. The resulting surface
density perturbations lead to the observed positive corotation torque, as shown
earlier in figure 3.6, for example. This perturbation is present in all simula-
tions presented in figures 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26, but diminishes as the
eccentricity increases and the width of the horseshoe region decreases because
the advected entropy introduces a reduced pressure perturbation.
3.9.2 Eccentric spiral density waves
Each of the panels in these figures shows the characteristic spiral density wave,
but as the eccentricity increases the single wave that is present interior and ex-
terior to the planet splits into two well-defined wake-like structures. This arises
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because the epicyclic motion of the planet around its guiding centre causes the
planet to travel more slowly than local disc material when at apocentre, and
faster than local material when at pericentre. This leads to periodic excitation
of inward and outward propagating wakes at these two phases of the orbit,
as described for example by Kley and Nelson (2012). The relative motion
between gas and planet at apo- and pericentre also leads to a reversal of the
normally negative Lindblad torque when e ≥ h. This is because orbiting gas is
gravitationally focussed to a region that leads the planet at apocentre, creat-
ing a positive density perturbation in front of the planet that exerts a positive
torque. This provides the dominant contribution to the orbit-averaged torque
because the planet spends most of its time at apocentre. This reversal of
the Lindblad torque for e > h was first reported by Papaloizou and Larwood
(2002), who presented torque calculations based on summing contributions
from numerous eccentric Lindblad resonances.
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Figure 3.22: A 5M⊕ planet in a H/r = 0.07 disc, with unsaturated corotation
torque. Eccentricities of 0.00 and 0.02 are shown here. The quantity plotted
is the perturbation to the equilibrium density ρ0/ρ and the last circulating
streamline on either side, as defined in the text, is overplotted.
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Figure 3.23: A 5M⊕ planet in a H/r = 0.07 disc, with unsaturated corotation
torque. Eccentricities of 0.04 and 0.06 are shown here. The quantity plotted
is the perturbation to the equilibrium density ρ0/ρ and the last circulating
streamline on either side, as defined in the text, is overplotted.
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Figure 3.24: A 5M⊕ planet in a H/r = 0.07 disc, with unsaturated corotation
torque. Eccentricities of 0.08 and 0.10 are shown here. The quantity plotted
is the perturbation to the equilibrium density ρ0/ρ and the last circulating
streamline on either side, as defined in the text, is overplotted.
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Figure 3.25: A 5M⊕ planet in a H/r = 0.07 disc, with unsaturated corotation
torque. Eccentricities of 0.12 and 0.14 are shown here. The quantity plotted
is the perturbation to the equilibrium density ρ0/ρ and the last circulating
streamline on either side, as defined in the text, is overplotted.
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Figure 3.26: A 5M⊕ planet in a H/r = 0.07 disc, with unsaturated corotation
torque. Eccentricities of 0.18 and 0.24 are shown here. The quantity plotted
is the perturbation to the equilibrium density ρ0/ρ and the last circulating
streamline on either side, as defined in the text, is overplotted.
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3.10 Fitting formulae
.
In this section and the next, we analyse the fits that demonstrate exponential
decay of the corotation torque with increasing eccentricity that we have shown
in the figures presented in the previous sections, and discuss discrepancies
between some of our simulation results and this trend. We also discuss some
limitations of our experimental method, and go on to show how our results
are broadly consistent with previous work relating the corotation torque to the
horseshoe width.
Before discussing the fitting procedure, we recall that the total corotation
torque is given as a sum of the barotropic and entropy-related contributions:
Γc = Γc,baro + Γc,ent (Paardekooper et al., 2011). Furthermore, these contribu-
tions to the unsaturated horseshoe drag scale with the width of the horseshoe
region according to Γc ∼ x4s . Both Γc,baro and Γc,ent depend on the relative
time scales associated with horseshoe libration and the viscous/thermal diffu-
sion time scales, as these determine the level of torque saturation. As we have
discussed already, the width of the horseshoe region, xs, depends on the plan-
etary eccentricity, so we might expect the magnitude of the corotation torque
for an eccentric planet in a disc with fixed thermal and viscous evolution times
to decrease through the x4s dependence, and to also decrease compared to the
circular orbit case through changes in the level of torque saturation; i.e. the
difference in optimal viscosity and entropy relaxation timescale due to the nar-
rower horseshoe region and the longer libration time for the material contained
near the separatrix thereof.
In principle it is possible to disentangle these two effects when fitting the results
of the simulations, but this would require a CPU-intensive programme of runs
in which the optimal values for the viscosity and thermal relaxation are sought
for each value of planet eccentricity. We avoid this complication by fitting a
simple function to the simulation results.
Denoting the corotation torque for a zero-eccentricity orbit as Γc,e=0, nor-
malised by Γ0/γ, where we remind the reader that Γ0 is given by equation 3.1,
we fit the torque as a function of eccentricity using the expression
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Γc(e) = Γc,e=0 exp
(
− e
ef
)
. (3.2)
We note that because of the normalisation by Γ0 (defined in equation 3.1), the
zero-eccentricity corotation torque is expected to be independent of q and h
when in the linear regime. This is because the horseshoe width is expected
to scale as xs ∼
√
q/h, cancelling the (q/h)2 dependence contained in Γ0.
For larger values of q, or small values of h, however, the width of the coro-
tation torque increases because of its sensitivity to the relative strengths of
planet gravity and thermal pressure (Masset et al., 2006a; Paardekooper and
Papaloizou, 2009b). This causes Γc,e=0 to increase in our simulations as h
decreases, as shown in figure 3.27 where we plot Γc,e=0 versus h. We note
that for h = 0.05, our value of Γc,e=0 obtained with methods (i) and (iii)
agrees well with the canonical value of 11.25 shown in figure 17 of the paper
by Paardekooper et al. (2010), who also examined this issue. Furthermore, in
that paper it was suggested that as q increases or h decreases, it is appropriate
to change the value of the coefficient C in the expression
xs
rp
= C
γ0.25
(
b/h
0.4
)1/4√
q
h
(3.3)
from C = 1.1 in the fully linear regime to, e.g., 1.3 in the quasi-nonlinear
regime to account for this effect in the torque formulae. We discuss in section
3.11.5 our horseshoe width compared to the one expected from this expression.
We now consider fitting the characteristic e-folding eccentricity, ef . In figure
3.28 we plot the best fitting values of ef obtained using each of the methods
(i), (ii) and (iii) as a function of the disc aspect ratio h. Methods (i) and (iii)
give very similar values, and method (ii) gives values that are offset slightly
but with a similar slope. All methods give an approximately linear relation
between ef and h. The superimposed line in the plot is given by
ef = h/2 + 0.01, (3.4)
Using this relationship, and the one in equation 3.2, it is possible to obtain
the corotation torque attenuation experienced by an eccentric planet.
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Figure 3.27: For the twelve simulations plotted as figures 4, 8, 9 and 10, we
take the fits of the form Γc(e) = Γc,e=0 exp
(
− e
ef
)
and plot Γc,e=0 as a function
of disc aspect ratio. Error-bars are taken from the 95% confidence intervals of
the fits.
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Figure 3.28: For the twelve simulations plotted as figures 4, 8, 9, 10, we take
the fits of the form Γc(e) = Γc,e=0 exp
(
− e
ef
)
and plot ef as a function of disc
aspect ratio. Error-bars are taken from the 95% confidence intervals of the
fits. We superimpose a simple linear fit of ef = h/2 + 0.01.
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Figure 3.29: Corotation torque for a 10M⊕ planet embedded in a h = 0.10 disc,
measuring using our method (iii). Error bars are given to 1σ. We superimpose
a fit of the form Γc(e) = Γc,e=0 exp (−e/ef), using ef from equation 3.4, derived
from a study of 5M⊕ planets.
3.10.1 Test: A 10M⊕ Planet.
So far we have only considered variations in the disc aspect ratio and planet
eccentricity, for which the fitting formulae presented in the previous section
provide good overall fits to the data, as shown in the figures 3.13, 3.17, 3.20
and 3.21. We now demonstrate that these fits also give good results when
applied to a planet with 10M⊕ instead of 5M⊕; we select this planet mass
for our test in order to ensure that the planet-disc interaction remains in the
linear regime where we might reasonably expect the derived fitting formula to
apply. Figure 3.29 shows the corotation torque estimated using method (iii)
from simulations with h = 0.1 and a planet with mp = 10M⊕. We observe
that the fitting formulae given by equations 3.2 and 3.4 give very satisfactory
results for this case, suggesting that they can be used for a broad range of
planet masses, eccentricities and disc aspect ratios. In particular, we note that
the characteristic e-folding eccentricity depends only on the disc aspect ratio
and not on planet mass, at least for the range of parameters that we have
considered.
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3.11 Discussion
3.11.1 Physical interpretation
Material at the edge of the horseshoe region, orbiting at a radial distance of
xs from the planet’s location, will have a horseshoe libration time of
τlib =
8piap
3xsΩp
. (3.5)
As this is much longer than the orbital period of the planet, and its epicyclic
motion in the rotating frame, we can say that material in the horseshoe region
interacts with the planet on time scales that are long compared to the orbital
period. The planet’s potential, as experienced by the material librating with
respect to it on horseshoe orbits, may therefore appear ‘softened’ due to its
periodic radial excursion from the corotation radius when averaged over one
horseshoe libration period. We tentatively suggest that this softening of the
potential is responsible for the observed narrowing of the horseshoe width,
xs, as the eccentricity increases. An alternative hypothesis for the observed
narrowing of the horseshoe region is that the excursion in azimuth of the
planet as it undergoes epicyclic motion causes the horseshoe streamlines that
approach the planet most closely to be disrupted. Given that these streamlines
are the ones that define the outer edge of the horseshoe region, this would cause
the horseshoe region to narrow. We have examined the horseshoe streamlines
in some detail for increasing values of the planet eccentricity and can confirm
that this is not the case. Instead, we observe that as the eccentricity increases
the azimuthal location of the horseshoe u-turns moves away from the planet
in a smooth manner.
The interpretation that the corotation torque decreases with increasing ec-
centricity because of effective gravitational softening leads us to view the ec-
centricity as the dimensionless length scale associated with epicyclic motion.
Consequently, we expect on physical grounds that the e-folding eccentricity,
ef , will depend on a characteristic length scale in the problem. In a real three-
dimensional disc there are only two natural length scales that may influence
the corotation torque, these being the horseshoe width for a circular orbit, xs,
and the local pressure scale height, h. In earlier work, Hellary and Nelson
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(2012) suggested that the decrease in the corotation torque with increasing
eccentricity observed by Bitsch and Kley (2010) was due to the planet moving
outside of the horseshoe region, leading to the assumption that the important
parameter in the problem is e/xs. The simulations of Bitsch and Kley (2010)
adopted parameters such that xs ∼ h, so determining whether e/xs or e/h is
the important parameter is difficult from their work. Our simulations have
been designed to specifically address this question, and show unambiguously
that e/h is the important parameter because the e-folding eccentricity is a lin-
ear function of the scale height through ef = h/2 + 0.01. Indeed, xs decreases
as h increases due to the pressure in the disc acting as a buffer against the
gravitational potential of the planet, so there is no room for doubt from our
simulations about whether it is e/h or e/xs that controls the rate at which
the corotation torque decreases as the eccentricity increases. The buffering
influence of the pressure explains why e/h determines the magnitude of the
corotation torque: the eccentricity of the planet is competing with the pressure
in determining the width of the corotation region, so for appreciable changes
in xs to occur it seems that e must be comparable to h.
3.11.2 The softening parameter: Investigation
In order for two dimensional hydrodynamic simulations to produce results
comparable to those conducted in three dimensions, it is necessary to introduce
a gravitational softening parameter, b, to compensate for absent 3D effects.
This parameter is taken to be a linear function of the local height of the disc,
typically on the order of a fraction of h. As described earlier, we use 0.4h for
this work.
Given our tentative physical explanation of why the corotation torque de-
creases with eccentricity given in section, based on the idea that the epicyclic
motion of the planet induces an effective softening of the planet potential, we
are here motivated to examine whether or not the softening parameter, b, or
the scale height, h, are most important for setting the scaling of ef , the e-
folding eccentricity used in our analytical fits. To this end, we ran a series of
simulations of a 5M⊕ planet embedded in a h = 0.07 disc, with values of b/h
between 0.2 and 0.8. We again perform fits of the form Γc = Γc,e=0 exp (−e/ef),
and show these superimposed on the data in the left panel of figure 3.30. We
note that using a small value of b/h = 0.2 can also lead to non-linear restruc-
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turing of the disk, similar to described in section 3.8, explaining the outlying
points at eccentricity values e = 0.1 and 0.12.
The values we obtain for the parameter Γc,e=0 are shown in the middle panel
of figure 3.30. We note that in the circular orbit case, we expect the corotation
torque to scale as x4s, and therefore as 1b/h , and our data are consistent with this.
The e-folding eccentricity values, ef , are shown in the right panel of figure 3.30
as a function of b/h. We observe no obvious trend, and the best fitting values
appear to be independent of b/h. We note, however, that using equation 10
(ef = h/2 + 0.01) yields a value ef = 0.045 for this H/r = 0.07 disc, which is
consistent with the results shown in the lower panel of figure 3.30.
We discuss these results in the next subsection.
3.11.3 The softening parameter: Analysis
Our simulations are two-dimensional and require the use of a gravitational soft-
ening parameter, b, whose primary role is to allow two-dimensional results to
agree with three-dimensional simulations by accounting for missing 3D effects.
Normally, b is chosen to be a linear function of H, with values typically being
on the order of 0.4H as in this work. The introduction of b brings another
length scale into the problem that may influence the scaling of the corotation
torque with eccentricity. We present a suite of runs in section 3.11.2 to exam-
ine this, where the scale height remains constant at h = 0.07, b/h takes values
from 0.2 up to 0.8, and for each value of b/h the eccentricity takes on values be-
tween e = 0 and e = 0.12. We follow the same procedure described in section
3.10 in obtaining a fit to the corotation torque (Γc(e) = Γc,e=0 exp [−e/ef ]),
and examine whether or not ef can be expressed as a linear function of dimen-
sionless b. Our results demonstrate that this is not the case. At best ef is a
very weak function of b, and is consistent with our original fit ef = h/2 + 0.01.
This result demonstrates that it is the scale height, h, and not the softening,
b, that determines the behaviour of the corotation torque as e increases in our
simulations. Although the reason for this is not entirely clear, we suggest that
the primary reason is that the width of the horseshoe region xs is being con-
trolled primarily by the scale height, h, rather than the softening parameter,
b, in most of our runs, so that the softening effect introduced by increasing the
eccentricity is competing with h rather than b. Some support for this inter-
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Figure 3.30: Upper panel: The corotation torque on a 5M⊕ planet in units
of Γ0/γ obtained using method (iii). We superimpose fits of the form Γc =
Γc,e=0 exp (−e/ef) over these data. Middle panel: We show the parameter
Γc,e=0 from the fits shown in the left panel, as a function of softening, b/h.
Lower panel: We show the parameter ef from the fits shown in the upper
panel, as a function of the softening, b/h.
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pretation is provided by the fact that xs has a stronger functional dependence
on the scale height, h, than on the softening, b.
If this interpretation is true then it implies that there is a range of values of
b for which the softening plays the most important role in controlling xs, and
for that range of values we would expect e/b to control the rate at which the
corotation torque decreases as e increases. The values of b for which this is true
are likely to be significantly larger that 0.4H, meaning that this parameter
regime lies outside of the range of models that closely mimic the behaviour
expected for 3D simulations that require b ∼ 0.4H.
We note that the previously mentioned gravitational softening due to the
planet’s epicyclic motion can be observed to operate in our simulations by
comparing runs on a case by case basis. For an eccentric orbit the apparent
softening length is b2∗ = b2 + e2a2. We therefore expect that, for example, a
5M⊕ planet on a circular orbit in a disc with h = 0.07 with b/h = 0.8 will
exhibit the same corotation torque as a run with b/h = 0.4 and e = 0.0485,
and this is indeed found to be the case in our runs within the margin of er-
ror involved in measuring corotation torques. This adds further weight to the
physical interpretation described above.
We conclude that the key physical quantity that determines the behaviour of
ef is the disc scale height h. The softening parameter, b, plays the important
role of allowing 2D simulations to produce results that are consistent with
3D simulations, but does not play an important role in determining how the
corotation torque scales with orbital eccentricity. We test this further in the
next chapter in which we conduct full 3D simulations of similar discs.
3.11.4 Horseshoe width against corotation torque
Finally, we now discuss how consistent our results are with the interpretation
that the corotation torque decreases because the horseshoe width narrows with
increasing eccentricity. As mentioned already in the analysis by Ward (1991),
and later work by Masset (2001) and Paardekooper et al. (2010), the width of
the corotation region is related to the corotation torque by the scaling:
Γc ∼ x4s. (3.6)
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In figure 3.32, we attempt to fit just such a scaling to our torque measurements
obtained using method (iii), normalised to match the measured torque at zero-
eccentricity. Although the overall scaling, covering the full range of eccentricity
values considered, is reasonably well captured by the curves, it is clear that the
corotation torques in the simulations fall off faster than predicted by the x4s
scaling. One possible explanation for this is that the narrowing of the horseshoe
region causes the thermal relaxation time and viscosity in the simulations to be
no longer optimal for unsaturating the torque, leading to a further reduction
in its value beyond the fall off predicted by the x4s scaling.
3.11.5 Comparison to Paardekooper et al. (2010)
It should be noted that not only do we obtain a somewhat lower corota-
tion torque in the circular case than expected from the torque formula of
Paardekooper et al. (2010), but we also find that when the suggested parame-
ter C = 1.1 is used in their euqation 44 to calculate horseshoe width, the result
underestimates the value we obtain, as shown in figure 3.31. We find that for
the simulations used here, C = 1.3 − 1.4 is found to be more appropriate for
all disc thicknesses.
Using the prescription for corotation torque as a function of horseshoe width
from the same paper, however, overestimates the corotation torque even when
the parameter C = 1.1 is used. For this reason, we retain the scaling Γc ∼ x4s
but normalise the resulting torque to our measured value, as shown in figure
3.32
3.11.6 Corotation torque set-up timescale
A planet on a circular orbit migrating because of tidal interaction with the disc
will retain the material in the horseshoe region as it migrates. Consequently
the corotation torque will evolve gradually as the semi-major axis changes.
A planet that experiences a very rapid change in its position in the disc,
however, due to planet-planet scattering, will set up a new corotation region
with material undergoing horseshoe libration. The scattering will likely leave
the planet in an eccentric orbit initially when it lands at the new semi-major
axis, so the growth of the new corotation torque will occur on the time scale
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Figure 3.31: For all our disc aspect ratios, we plot the measured horseshoe
width in our simulations, compared to equation 44 of Paardekooper et al.
(2010). Different measures of the horseshoe width are used: (red line) xs at
φ = 0; (green line) xs at φ = 3pi/2; (blue line) xs close to the planet; and
(purple line) the maximum extent of xs.
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Figure 3.32: For all our disc aspect ratios, we plot the corotation torque against
eccentricity as measured by method (iii), with 1σ error bars, as well as the
corotation torque predicted by a simple scaling, normalised to the measured
torque at e = 0 and decaying as x4s. Different measures of the horseshoe width
are used: (red line) xs at φ = 0; (green line) xs at φ = 3pi/2; (blue line)
xs close to the planet; and (purple line) the maximum extent of xs.
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for eccentricity damping, followed by the libration time scale given by equation
3.5 as the planet tends toward a circular orbit. In general, standard type I
migration time scales are on the order of 104 orbits for 1 M⊕ planets, and
∼ 103 orbits for 10 M⊕ bodies (e.g. Tanaka et al., 2002). The eccentricity
damping time scale is typically a factor ∼ (H/r)2 shorter than the migration
time (Tanaka andWard, 2004), bringing it close to the time scales for horseshoe
libration for low mass planets. As such, the damping of eccentricity and growth
of the corotation torque will occur on similar time scales. In principle, these
are issues that should be accounted for in N-body simulations of planetary
formation that include prescriptions for corotation torques, if planet-planet
scattering plays an important role.
3.12 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a suite of simulations that were designed to
examine how the steady disc-induced corotation torque varies as a function of
planet orbital eccentricity for low mass planets embedded in protoplanetary
discs. We considered disc models with four different aspect ratios, and used
three different methods to estimate the corotation torque. In agreement with
previous work (Bitsch and Kley, 2010), we find that the corotation torque
decreases as the orbital eccentricity increases. We provide an analytical fit
to the numerically-obtained corotation torques as a function of eccentricity,
and find that they are well-fitted by a simple exponential decay with e-folding
eccentricity that scales linearly with the disc aspect ratio.
Through inspection of time-averaged fluid streamlines we find that the fluid in
the corotation region continues to undergo horseshoe orbits when the eccentric-
ity is non-zero. As the eccentricity increases we find that the horseshoe region
narrows, and we suggest that this is the major reason why the corotation
torque decreases with increasing eccentricity, since the non-linear horseshoe
drag, Γc, is known to scale as Γc ∼ x4s. When plotting the measured values of
Γc against the measured values of xs we find that the corotation torques from
the simulations drop off more rapidly than suggested by the x4s scaling. We
tentatively suggest that the changing width of the horseshoe region causes the
adopted values of thermal relaxation time and viscosity in the simulations to
become suboptimal for fully unsaturating the corotation torque, causing the
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torque to be smaller than predicted by the x4s scaling.
While previous work (e.g. Hellary and Nelson, 2012) has made use of a simple
model of corotation torque as a function of eccentricity, wherein the param-
eter governing the torque attenuation is e/xs, we have shown instead that
the torque decays as e/ef , where ef can be modelled as a linear function of
the disc aspect ratio. This latter scaling produces a less severe drop-off in
the magnitude of the corotation torque with eccentricity, as the scale height is
generally larger than the horseshoe width for low mass embedded planets. The
fitting formula we have provided should therefore provide a useful addition to
N-body models of planet formation that implement type I migration prescrip-
tions including corotation torques, especially if planet-planet scattering events
are important.
Our results have implications for the notion of “zero torque radii” occurring in
discs at locations where the (outward) corotation torque balances the (inward)
Lindblad torque. Such locations may be important during planetary formation
by acting as ‘traps’ where planetary building blocks may congregate, enhanc-
ing accretion. While the locations of these zero torque radii depend on the
the properties of the local disc sufficiently optimising the corotation torque,
we have shown that a relatively modest planetary eccentricity can have an
effect on the torque experienced by the planet, moving the location of zero
torque radii, or even removing them entirely if the eccentricities become large
enough, resulting in a qualitative effect on planetary migration and formation.
One particular scenario where this may be important is in the formation of
circumbinary planets, where the disturbing influence of the central binary may
excite significant eccentricities, as considered recently by Pierens and Nelson
(2013) in application to the Kepler-16, 34 and 35 systems.
Furthermore, as eccentricities are often excited by planetary bodies in mean
motion resonance, our work has implications for pairs of planets being able to
remain in resonance after having their eccentricities excited, and therefore on
the subsequent evolution of such a system. For example, a pair of planets may
migrate convergently into resonance, because of the influence of corotation
torques, excite their mutual eccentricities, and then migrate divergently such
that the resonance is not maintained. Subsequent damping of the eccentricity
will then cause this process to repeat, keeping the system near to, but not
actually in resonance. Such a mode of evolution could potentially explain the
compact systems of low-mass planets discovered by the Kepler mission (e.g.
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Kepler-11, described by Lissauer et al., 2011) which are close to, but not in
resonance.
This work has been limited in using a simple thermal model in a 2D disc; in
the next chapter, we revisit some of the issues raised in a 3D disc.
Summary
• We find the corotation torque attenuates with eccentricity in a
manner that can be fitted by an exponential decay with an e-
folding eccentricity that goes linearly with disc scale height, be-
tween H/r = 0.03 and H/r = 0.10. This is contrary to the as-
sumption of previous work.
• We suggest that the eccentricity is competing with the pressure
forces, determined by the disc height, to set horseshoe width. Thus,
e ∼ h is necessary for appreciable changes in xs and Γc.
• The decrease in corotation torque is associated with the narrowing
of the corotation region between circulating streamlines.
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The Corotation Torque in 3D
In this chapter, the second of the projects that make up my PhD is
presented; an extension of the investigation described in the previ-
ous chapter into three dimensions. Our simulations are described
and then the results are presented and discussed. Our empirical re-
lation betwen eccentricity and the corotation torque is demonstrated
to hold in three dimensions. Using time-averaged density and ve-
locity fields, we comment on the three-dimensional structure of the
corotation region,
This work is being prepared for publication by Fendyke and Nelson
(in prep.).
The work presented in the previous chapter provides an answer to the open
question of the behaviour of the corotation torque for low-mass eccentric plan-
ets, but it rests on a model in which are contained a number of assumptions;
not least, that a simulation of a two dimensional disc with a softening param-
eter can accurately model the response of a three dimensional disc to a planet
for the purposes of studying the corotation region. It is by no means clear
that this is in fact the case, and this inspires us to investigate the problem in
three dimensions, at least to the extent that we know whether or not we can
be confident in the fitting formula we obtained in the previous chapter.
In section 4.1, we set out the aims of this project; in section 4.2 we review
some of the relevant background from the introduction and perform some
relevant background calculations; in section 4.3 we describe our model and
include a resolution study; in section 4.4 we describe the suite of simulations
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we performed; in secton 4.5 we describe the behaviour of the corotation torque
with eccentricity in these simulations; in section 4.6 we describe the vertical
disc structure as seen in our time-averaged density fields; in section 4.7 we
investigate the width of the corotation region as a function of altitude in the
case of a planet on a circular orbit; in section 4.8 we repeat the analysis of the
previous section in the case of eccentric orbits; and finally in section 4.9 we
discuss our results in context and conclude.
Note that in this chapter the cylindrical radius will be denoted by
R and the spherical radius will be r.
4.1 The Aims
In this project, we aim to ascertain whether or not the empirical relationship
obtained in the previous chapter between the corotation torque and planetary
eccentricity for low-mass embedded planets holds in three dimensions. We
further aim to investigate the width of the corotation region as a function of
height in the disc, for different disc scale heights and planetary eccentricities.
4.2 Background
Tanaka et al. (2002) studied isothermal protoplanetary discs and ascertained
that the Lindblad torque in three dimensional discs is generally weaker than
in two dimensional discs. As their work used an isothermal disc, they do
not measure the full non-linear corotation torque including its entropy-related
component.
Bitsch and Kley (2010) have previously measured the corotation torque in three
dimensional discs with radiative transfer for 20M⊕ planets with eccentricities in
the range 0 ≤ e ≤ 0.4 at 5.2 AU in a disc of scale height H/R = 0.037. They
find, as described earlier, that the corotation torque attenuates, essentially
vanishing for e > 0.15 in their simulations.
No complete survey exists of the parameter space of planet and disc properties
for the corotation torque. The author is not familiar with any work describing
the vertical structure of the corotation region in a disc with an embedded
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planet of a mass below the threshold at which we expect a non-linear disc
response.
Pierens and Nelson (2010) studied dead zones in the context of accretion of
gas onto planetary cores in protoplanetary discs using the model of a layered
disc; one in which the viscosity parameter α has a dependence on H in the
disc. They found that while the timescale for the growth of a giant planet
was independent of the presence of a dead zone in the disc, the migration
speed is ∼ 40% slower in a disc with a dead zone which extends vertically
to 2.3H. Recent work by Bitsch et al. (2014) has used a similar approach
to study the effect on migration of viscosity transitions in a protoplanetary
disc using two dimensional simulations (in the r − z plane); they find that
disc density transitions are created by the viscosity transitions, and that these
density transitions can act as planet ‘traps’ for smaller migrating planets.
There remains an open question about the dependence of the corotation torque
on different prescriptions for the dead zone; prima facie evidence as described
above suggests that a variation in the maximum vertical extent of the coro-
tation region in a disc with a dead zone might have an effect on the overall
corotation torque. We return to this idea in section 4.9.
4.2.1 From surface to volume density
Where in a two dimensional disc, we evolve the surface density, σ, of a disc
using the hydrodynamic equations, in three dimensions we must consider the
volume density, ρ. One of the issues in moving from a two dimensional disc to
a three dimensional disc and trying to compare results is that of ensuring the
surface density of the former can be directly compared to the volume density
of the latter. As the disc scale height changes with radial extent, a midplane
volume density power law set to match the surface density power law of a
two dimensional simulation will yield significantly different results. In order
to compare discs simulated in full 3D with those simulated in two dimensions,
it is helpful to consider the relationship between σ and ρ.
On simple dimensional grounds, [ML−2] ∼ [ML−3][L];
σ ∼ ρH, (4.1)
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where H is the height of the disc.
If we have a disc where ρ ∼ Rp and T ∼ Rq, we note that the square of the
sound speed,
c2s ∼ T ∼ Rq.
Using
cs = HΩ,
we also have that
R
q
2 ∼ HR− 32 ,
which gives
H ∼ R q+32 .
Equation 4.1 then gives us that
σ ∼ RpR q+32 . (4.2)
Thus, to obtain a disc with an initial surface density profile of Rs, given a
temperature distribution of Rq, we require a midplane volume density profile
of Rp where s = q+32 +p. For example, a surface density power law of s = −0.5
to match the simulations discussed in chapter 3, assuming a temperature power
law of q = −2, requires a volume density of p = −1.
More precisely, the surface density in the disc can be obtained by integrating
the volume density over the entire thickness of the disc;
σ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρmid exp
(
− z
2
2H2
)
dz, (4.3)
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which can be solved by noting that this is trivially the Gaussian integral,∫∞
−∞e
−x2 dx =
√
pi, with a constant coefficient and a coordinate transformation
in the variable being integrated over, to obtain the constant of proportionality
in equation 4.1 above,
σ =
√
2piHρmid. (4.4)
This is of particular concern when comparing torque measurements; a 2D disc
normalised to some σ0 at R = 1 will have a different Γ0 to a 3D disc with the
midplane volume density initialised to the same value.
4.3 The Model
In chapter 2, we described the nirvana code, the 2D implentation of which
we used in chapter 3. For this work, we use the 3D variant. We solve the
hydrodynamic equations in spherical polar coordinates (r × φ × θ) and the
simulations are computed in a frame of reference corotating with the planet,
such that the planetary eccentricity manifests itself as epicyclic motion around
a guiding centre.
We simulate a planet of mass ratio q = 1.5×10−5 (equivalent to 5M⊕ around a
solar mass star) in a disc with temperature power law of T = T0R−2. To obtain
a power law in surface density comparable to that of the previous chapter, we
set the midplane density power law to ρmid = ρ0R−1. We choose these values, as
in the previous chapter, to obtain a large enough corotation torque to clearly
measure. Our initial density and azimuthal velocity prescriptions are those
described in section 1.2.5. We normalise our disc mass to ρmid,0 = 1.35× 10−3,
although in the absence of self-gravity, this simply linearly scales the resultant
torque. We set the adiabatic exponent, γ = 1.4.
Our planet is held at a fixed location of (r, φ, θ) = (1, pi2 , 0) in the rotating
frame and we use the planet potential described in chapter 2.
We set our kinematic viscosity ν to 10−8 for the H/r = 0.10 disc and 10−7 for
the H/r = 0.05 and 0.07 discs, consistent with obtaining sufficiently smooth
time-series data to extract the corotation torque.
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We assume symmetry about the midplane in altitude; by simulating only one
half of the disc, we make more efficient use of our computation time. The
boundary condition at the disc upper surface corresponds to a zero-gradient
outflow condition. The azimuthal boundary conditions are periodic and we
simulate the full 2pi radians of the disc. In the radial direction we adopt
reflecting boundary conditions at r = 0.5 and r = 1.8. As in the previous
chapter, we use a wave-killing region after de Val-Borro et al. (2006) at the
radial boundaries with a damping timescale of τdamp = 0.05 for H/r of 0.05
and 0.07 discs, and τdamp = 0.03 for H/r = 0.1. This is consistent with the
greater sound speed in a thicker disc and the consequent requirement that the
damping be more rapid.
We use an upper boundary of θ = 0.175 radians (≈ pi/18 = 10◦) for the
H/r = 0.05 disc (equivalent to just over 3.5 scale heights from the midplane)
and for the thicker discs, we increase the boundary proportionally to always
have the same resolution in terms of cells per scale height.
We determine the resolution of our simulations through a series of trials dis-
cussed in section 4.3.1. We decide on a resolution of 1032×1032×32 (r×φ×θ),
parallelised over 12 nodes of 48 cores each (that is, 576 processors) and where
each simulation is run for 120 hours.
We use a softening length of the size of one cell, purely to avoid numerical
singularities. This is distinct from the purpose of the softening parameter in
2D simulations, where it serves allow a 2D simulation to produce comparable
results to a 3D disc and should be tuned accordingly. A result of this is that our
softening length is tied to resolution and that the softening length is smaller
for higher resolutions. We see the effect of this in our resolution study in that
further increases in resolution continue to yield greater torque values beyond
the limit where no further gains are found in the 2D case, where the softening
is explicit and independent of resolution.
4.3.1 Resolution Study
In figure 4.1, we show our resolution study. Unlike with the 2D case, softening
is not independent of resolution, so we do not expect convergence of torque at
high resolution.
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Figure 4.1: The resolution study for our 3D simulations, showing the first
∼ 40 orbits for a variety of different resolutions. We find that as the resolution
increases, we continue to find higher torque values, in a departure from the
behaviour of the 2D case. This we attribute to the softening parameter being
set to the cell size to avoid numerical singularities; as the resolution increases,
the softening decreases and the potential becomes stronger.
We believe our set-up provides a balance between the requirement for a high
resolution, the requirement to run a number of simulations to sufficiently ex-
plore the relevant volume of parameter space and the requirement to setup a
problem that is computationally tractable.
We also show the torque calculated using the Paardekooper et al. (2010) for-
mulae, based on 2D calculations and with a softening parameters, b/h = 0.4,
in figure 4.1. We comment that precise agreement between 3D and 2D softened
simulations is not expected, but that incresing the resolution yields improved
agreement between the two. In their figure 3, Paardekooper et al. (2010) note
that work by Tanaka in 3D gets significantly different results for the Lindblad
torque in the case of steep temperature gradients. At the moment, no fitting
formulae exist to give the corotation torque in a 3D disc.
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4.4 Simulations
We computed disc models with disc aspect ratios h ≡ H/r = 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1.
For each of these values of H/r, we consider eccentricity values of e = 0, 0.02,
0.04, 0.08 and 0.12. All simulations are of low-viscosity, adiabatic discs with
no thermal relaxation parameter comparable to that in the previous chap-
ter. A low viscosity adiabatic disc allows saturation of both the vortensity
and entropy related contributions to the corotation torque as material in the
horseshoe region becomes phase mixed and the vortensity and entropy gradi-
ents disappear. We use these simulations to estimate the corotation torque
from torque time-series by using our method (iii) described in section 3.8.3.
As in the previous chapter, as the non-linear horseshoe drag is due to material
undergoing horseshoe orbits, and the timescale for even the shortest horseshoe
orbit is significantly longer than the planetary orbital period, we continually
construct and record time-averaged density and velocity fields from the disc in
all simulations for further analysis; we use these data to constuct maps of the
time-averaged horseshoe trajectories in the disc.
4.5 Corotation torque with eccentricity in 3D
We measure the corotation torque using our method (iii), as described in chap-
ter 3, for the disc thicknessesH/r = 0.05 andH/r = 0.10. In figures 4.2 and 4.3
respectively, we show these torques, shown in normalised torque units against
the torques obtained for the same disc thickness by the same method in two
dimensions from the previous chapter. We show in these figures fits using our
fitting formula from chapter 3, Γc = Γc,e=0 exp(−e/ef), where ef = h/2 + 0.01,
which we normalise to the measured torque in the case of the planet on a cir-
cular orbit, as no appropriate torque formulae exist for the corotation torque
in an adiabatic disc in three dimensions.
We note that the empirical fit derived in chapter 3 fits these data remarkably
well. The observed torque is slightly higher than the expected value at low
eccentricity (∼ 0.02) for both scale heights and slightly lower for greater eccen-
tricities (∼ 0.08), just as for the analogous two dimensional results. In both
cases, the discrepancy is not much more than the error bars.
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It also transpires that the magnitude of the corotation torque for a planet on
a circular orbit in the three dimensional case is comparable to that in two
dimensions for a disc of scale height H/r = 0.05: In units scaled by Γ0/γ, the
two dimensional simulation torque value from Paardekooper et al. (2010) for
e = 0 is 11.2. In our simulations as shown in figure 3.27 in the same units, we
find values of nearer 11–12 by methods (i) and (iii) and even as low as ∼ 8.5 by
our method (ii), though we expect that value to underestimate the true value
for reasons discussed in chapter 3. In the 3D case, by comparison, we get
10.5, a value which is perfectly consistent. For the thicker disc of scale height
H/r = 0.1, on the other hand, we find that our three dimensional simulations
yield a corotation torque at zero eccentricity of 14–15, a substantially greater
value than in the two dimensional case.
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Figure 4.2: The corotation torque against eccentricity for a H/r = 0.05 disc
as measured by our method (iii). Results from our 3D simulation are shown
as blue circles, the results for the 2D case are white circles. Error bars shown
1σ in the measurement of the difference between the total torque and the
Lindblad torque. The dotted line is the fit shown in figure 3.20, normalised to
the measured torque value in three dimensions for a planet on a circular orbit,
Γc = Γc,e=0 exp(−e/ef).
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Figure 4.3: The corotation torque against eccentricity for a H/r = 0.10 disc
as measured by our method (iii). Results from our 3D simulation are shown
as blue circles, the results for the 2D case are white circles. Error bars shown
1σ in the measurement of the difference between the total torque and the
Lindblad torque. The dotted line is the fit in figure 3.20, normalised to the
measured torque value in three dimensions for a planet on a circular orbit,
Γc = Γc,e=0 exp(−e/ef).
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4.6 Vertical disc structure
An advantage of performing these hydrodynamic simulations in three dimen-
sions is that it allows us to explore disc structure both in the midplane and as a
function of altitude. In this section, we use the time-average values of density
and the three components of velocity to investigate the vertical structure of
the corotation region for a low-mass planet in a protoplanetary disc.
We plot disc density fields at different heights through the disc in figures 4.4,
4.5 and 4.6. With 32 cells in the θ direction, we show slices in the 1st, 9th, 17th,
25th and 32nd cells for different scale heights. The reader is reminded that
as the disc scale height changes, the maximum extent of the computational
domain is altered proportionally. Slices of the H/r = 0.05 disc are shown in
figure 4.4, the H/r = 0.07 disc in figure 4.5 and the H/r = 0.10 disc in figure
4.6. On top of these density fields, we show disc velocity streamlines and the
‘last circulating streamline’ (defined analogously to its definition in chapter
3) and the maximum extent of this streamline as a line of constant r. We
calculate this last circulating streamline by considering circulating streamlines
to be defined as those started at r > 1, θ = 0 that reach θ = 2pi or at r < 1,
θ = 2pi that reach θ = 0.
We see that the width and shape of the corotation region appears to be broadly
independent of altitude, nicely confirming the assumption of Ward (1991) in
the first work on the non-linear horseshoe drag in which he suggested that
“we might vertically average the equations of motion ... this assumes that a
column of disc material responds as a unit to the torque exerted on it”; an
assumption repeated by every subsequent two dimensional disc simulation.
This assumption breaks down near the surface layer, where we see the appear-
ance of an asymmetric horseshoe streamline morphology. We discuss this in
the next section.
In the case of an eccentric planet, we see the same features as in two dimensions;
the planet’s spiral density wave splits into two strands, due to the density
perturbation at apo- and pericentre. This is visible in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.4: Vertical slices through a H/r = 0.05 disc. As the resolution in
θ is 32 cells, we show here the 1st, 9th, 17th, 25th and 32nd cell slices. The
maximum extent of the horseshoe region on each side is marked with a dotted
line. The quantity plotted is the perturbation to the initial density and in this
case the planet is on a circular orbit.
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Figure 4.5: Vertical slices through a H/r = 0.07 disc. As the resolution in
θ is 32 cells, we show here the 1st, 9th, 17th, 25th and 32nd cell slices. The
maximum extent of the horseshoe region on each side is marked with a dotted
line. The quantity plotted is the perturbation to the initial density and in this
case the planet is on a circular orbit.
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Figure 4.6: Vertical slices through a H/r = 0.10 disc. As the resolution in
θ is 32 cells, we show here the 1st, 9th, 17th, 25th and 32nd cell slices. The
maximum extent of the horseshoe region on each side is marked with a dotted
line. The quantity plotted is the perturbation to the initial density and in this
case the planet is on a circular orbit.
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Figure 4.7: Vertical slices through a H/r = 0.05 disc. As the resolution in
θ is 32 cells, we show here the 1st, 9th, 17th, 25th and 32nd cell slices. The
maximum extent of the horseshoe region on each side is marked with a dotted
line. The quantity plotted is the perturbation to the initial density and in this
case the planet is on an orbit of eccentricity, e = 0.08.
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4.7 Horseshoe width with height, circular or-
bit
While the width of the horseshoe region varies with azimuth, we can use the
plotted ‘maximum extent’ of the horseshoe region on either side to estimate
the horseshoe half-width as simply half the distance between the two extreme
radial locations. These are plotted in figure 4.8 for all three disc scale heights in
the case of a planet on a circular orbit. A clear similarity is apparent between
the three cases.
We make a more appropriate comparison by noting that at constant q, the
width of the horseshoe region is expected to scale with the inverse square root
of the disc scale height; xs ∼ h−0.5. The altitudinal coordinate, θ, also has
a dependence on h as θ ∼ h. This suggests that we can replot figure 4.8 in
coordinates of xs
√
h and θ/h to remove the expected scaling as shown in figure
4.9.
We observe that in these coordinates the width of the corotation region decays
by only a few 10s of percent and almost linearly with altitude until around
2.5–3 scale heights, after which the width increases at an accelerating rate.
We can compare this measurement of the horseshoe width, xs, to a number of
different expressions for the horseshoe width in the literature, as introduced
in section 1.5.1. These expressions are derived for two dimensional discs, and
have a dependence on the prescribed softening parameter b/h. In figure 4.10,
these are presented for comparison in the case of a H/r = 0.05 disc, as a
function of b/h.
• (1, black line) This is the theoretical expression for the horseshoe
width given by Paardekooper and Papaloizou (2009b), shown in the
thesis as equation 1.20. This does not account for the disc being
adiabatic or for back pressure, and so gives a wider value than we
find in numerical simulations.
• (2, red line) In the limit of zero softening (b→ 0), equation 1.20
tends towards the expression given in equation 1.21.
• (3, blue line) In the limit b h, equation 1.20 tends towards the
expression given in equation 1.22.
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• (4, green line) Paardekooper et al. (2010) present a value empir-
ically obtained from two dimensional numerical simulations which
they assert holds for b/h > 0.3. This value is consistently narrower
than the theoretical value because the latter did not account for
the disc being adiabatic and or include the effects of back pressure
from Lindblad wakes, both of which narrow the corotation region.
• (5, purple line) We have our 3D results, shown earlier. We com-
bine the results for all disc thicknesses, as figure 4.9 indicates that
horseshoe widths for different disc scale heights can be compared
when correctly scaled. We take the ‘Fendyke, 3D’ value to be
the mean scaled horseshoe width below 3 scale heights, scaled by
0.05−0.5 to give the expected value for a H/r = 0.05 disc, with er-
rorbars representing the standard deviation about this mean. We
obtain xs = 0.0170± 0.0028.
We see that the measured horseshoe width is perfectly consistent with equation
1.23 (that is, equation 44 of Paardekooper et al., 2010) with a softening length
of 0.4–0.5; see the dotted purple line, which intersects the numerical expression
where b/h = 0.459204. This vindicates our choice of softening parameter used
in chapter 3 and in other work, and confirms nicely that such a value of b is
the correct choice for a 2D simulation to closely resemble a 3D one.
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Figure 4.8: Here we show the horseshoe half-width, derived from the maximum
extent of the last librating streamlines, against height in the disc measured by
the altitudinal coordinate, θ, from the midplane in radians.
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Figure 4.9: Here we show the horseshoe half-width, derived from the maximum
extent of the last librating streamlines, against height in the disc measured by
the altitudinal coordinate, θ, from the midplane in radians. In this figure,
the quantities have been scaled such that xs → xsh0.5 and h → θ/h. In this
coordinate system, we can see that the horseshoe width profile as a function
of height is very similar for all three disc scale heights.
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Figure 4.10: In this figure, different prescriptions for the horseshoe width from
the literature are compared to our 3D values. We show (1, black line) the
theoretical expression for the horseshoe width given by Paardekooper and Pa-
paloizou (2009b), shown in the thesis as equation 1.20. This does not account
for the disc being adiabatic or for back pressure, and so gives a wider value
than we find in numerical simulation; (2, red line) the limit of zero soft-
ening (b → 0), in which equation 1.20 tends towards the expression given in
equation 1.21; (3, blue line) the limit (b h), in which equation 1.20 tends
towards the expression given in equation 1.22; (4, green line) the value from
Paardekooper et al. (2010) empirically obtained from numerical simulations
which they assert holds for b/h > 0.3; and (5, purple line) our 3D results,
shown earlier. We combine the results for all disc thicknesses as figure 4.9
indicates that horseshoe widths for different disc scale heights can be com-
pared when correctly scaled. The plotted value is the mean scaled horseshoe
width below 3 scale heights, scaled by 0.05−0.5 to give the expected value for
a H/r = 0.05 disc, with error bars representing the standard deviation about
this mean. We obtain xs = 0.0170± 0.0028. Curve (4) and value (5) intersect
for a b/h = 0.459204; a value comparable to the canonical value of 0.4 used
for 2D simulations in chapter 3.
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4.8 Horseshoe width with height, eccentric or-
bit
We can perform a similar analysis of horseshoe width as a function of altitude
for increasing planetary eccentricity. We show this in figures 4.11 and 4.12 for
the H/r = 0.05 disc. We find that the most significant effect on the horseshoe
width occurs near the midplane– the plane in which the epicyclic motion takes
place in– where we see a decrease in horseshoe width of some tens of percent.
Further away from the midplane, we note much less of an effect. When we
consider that more mass in the disc is located near the midplane, we suggest
that this decrease in midplane horseshoe width is primarily responsible for the
decrease of the corotation torque.
In 4.13, we show the same plot for the thicker disc where H/r = 0.10. We see
that at higher eccentricities the corotation region shrinks dramatically around
the midplane, with the height of this decrease extending to θ = 0.15 (1.5H)
from the midplane for e = 0.12. This appears to be an effect of the stagnation
point of the horseshoe streamlines being offset from the planet’s radial location.
Paardekooper and Papaloizou (2009b) find that this offset goes as ∼ brp in
their two dimensional simulations. Given our dependence of two dimensional
softening on disc scale height, we expect the offset to be increased in a thicker
disc, as we see here. This is confirmed by figure 4.14 in which the streamlines
are shown.
We note that the height of the corotation region appears unchanged for in-
creased eccentricity.
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Figure 4.11: This figure shows the horseshoe width, xs, as a function of
altitude, θ, for a disc of scale heightH/r = 0.05 and for a range of eccentricities.
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Figure 4.12: A zoomed-in version of figure 4.11 above.
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Figure 4.13: This figure shows the horseshoe width, xs, as a function of alti-
tude, θ, for a disc of scale height H/r = 0.1 and for a range of eccentricities.
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Figure 4.14: Vertical slices through a H/r = 0.10 disc. As the resolution in
θ is 32 cells, we show here the 1st, 9th, 17th, 25th and 32nd cell slices. The
maximum extent of the horseshoe region on each side is marked with a dotted
line. Note that for the very outer disc, the notion of the horseshoe width is
nominal, as horseshoe streamlines are not truly set up and the flow structure
is complex. The quantity plotted is the perturbation to the initial density and
in this case the planet is on an orbit of eccentricity, e = 0.12.
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4.9 Discussion
In this section, we briefly review our simulation results, presented in the previ-
ous sections, and discuss the key points, highlighting some of the implications
of this research.
4.9.1 Corotation torque in three dimensions
In discs with scale height H/r = 0.05 we observe good agreement between
the two and three dimensional simulations. The magnitude of the measured
torque is slightly greater in the two dimensional case (itself slightly underes-
timating the value we would expect from the model of Paardekooper et al.
(2010)), but the attenuation appears to follow the same law. At low values of
eccentricity, our model slightly underestimates the torque and at high values,
our model slightly overestimates it; this is similar to a number of cases in the
two dimensional regime and the discrepancy is rarely more than the error bars
of the measurement.
In thicker discs with scale heights H/r = 0.07 and 0.1, we find that in the
three dimensional case, we measure a greater corotation torque magnitude
than either that of Paardekooper et al. (2010) or of our own work in two
dimensions, with the scaled corotation torque reaching 14–15 in the case of
H/r = 0.1 disc and 13 for the disc with H/r = 0.07, compared to 10.5 for
the H/r = 0.05 disc. This suggests that agreement between simulations in two
and three dimenions gets worse for thicker discs. We note, however, that in the
case with the thicker disc, the horseshoe width is narrower and not resolved
by as many cells as for the thinner disc. Combined with the fact that we do
not reach convergence in our resolution study, we are cautious about making
any observations about the expected magnitude of the corotation torque in a
three dimensional disc and suggest the problem deserves further study.
For the H/r = 0.1 disc, we find that the attenuation of the torque with ec-
centricity fits our model and we feel confident, therefore, that the model of
corotation torque attentuation that we proposed in the previous chapter is
consistent with our results in 3D.
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4.9.2 Vertical structure
As discussed in the previous section (4.8), we find that the horseshoe width
stays roughly constant as a function of altitude below around three scale
heights. This implies that the material of the corotation region librates as
a column and so that material at a range of disc altitudes contribute to the
overall corotation torque. We discuss the existence of a well-defined ‘ceiling’
to the corotation region at around three scale heights in section 4.9.3.
As the disc density profile away from the midplane decays following a Gaussian
distribution, we expect that 68.2% of disc material will lie below one scale
height, 95.4% will lie below two scale heights, and 99.7% will lie below three
scale heights. This implies that density features in the disc beyond this limit
of three scale heights are not likely to affect the corotation torque as so little
mass is above that limit.
If, however, the height of the corotation region is dependent on the disc pa-
rameters, as we discuss in section 4.9.3, then we might expect this to be an
issue that should be considered in discs with a dead zone. For such discs, the
viscosity– and therefore the capacity of the disc to unsaturate the corotation
torque– depends on altitude; the resultant corotation torque should therefore
depend on the mass of material librating on horseshoe trajectories which has
a viscosity capable of unsaturating the corotation torque.
In the case when the embedded planet is on an eccentric orbit, we see a narrow-
ing of the corotation region, as in two dimensions, which is most predominant
around the midplane, in which the epicyclic motion occurs. Due to the greater
mass around the midplane, this is consistent with the decrease in the corotation
torque.
4.9.3 Surface layers
As we note in the previous section, material in the corotation region below
around three scale heights appears to librate on well-defined horseshoe tra-
jectories with respect to the planet’s location. The width and morphology of
these horseshoe trajectories does not change significantly with altitude. Above
three scale heights, the horseshoe streamlines begin to take on an asymmetric
shape, causing an increase in horseshoe width with increasing altitude, as seen
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for example in figure 4.4. In the case of our simulations, we expect the amount
of disc material above 3H to be small, and the torque from these asymmetric
exchanges to make a negligible contribution to the corotation region.
In this section, we explore whether this phenomenon can necessarily be ne-
glected for all discs. As the point at which horseshoe streamline symmetry
occurs appears to be independent of both planetary eccentricity and disc scale
height, we tentatively suggest that it is a result of vertical shear in the disc.
From equation 1.9, we can write an expression for the difference in the angular
velocity between disc material in the midplane and at some height z. If we as-
sume a thin disc (z ≈ θmid, where θmid is altitude measured from the midplane)
then we can let R = 1 and, at three scale heights, let θmid ≈ z = 3H;
∆Ωshear = [Ω(R = 1, z = 0)− Ω(R = 1, z = 3H)], (4.5)
where Ωk is the Keplerian angular velocity at R = 1.
We can compare this to the offset in angular velocity (from its Keplerian value)
of material librating at the edge of the corotation region, a distance xs from the
planet (if we neglect the offset between the stagnation point of the horseshoe
streamlines and the planet’s location),
∆Ωlib =
3
2
Ωk
R
xs. (4.6)
As the contribution to angular velocity due to vertical shear increases, we
would expect the corotation region ahead of the planet to narrow, as more
material is now moving too rapidly with respect to the planet to undergo a
horseshoe U-turn. As material behind the planet in its orbit is now approaching
the planet at a decreased velocity, however, we expect the horseshoe region to
widen, as more material is able to exchange sufficient angular momentum with
the planet. In the case where ∆Ωshear = ∆Ωlib, material at a distance xs from
the planet no longer has sufficient angular velocity to be deflected by the planet
and so will no longer librate on a horseshoe trajectory.
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Here, we find that at three scale heights, for all disc thicknesses, the ratio of
the change in angular momentum due to vertical shear and due to horseshoe
libration is ∼ 43%. If our tentative suggestion has merit and the height at
which the horseshoe region becomes asymmetric is indeed determined by the
height at which the shear velocity becomes comparable to the horseshoe libra-
tion velocity, then we might expect that for discs with different density and
temperature profiles (p and q in equation 1.9), we find a different ‘height’ to
the corotation region.
This is particularly relevant given work by, for example, Pierens and Nelson
(2010) which found that migration can be slowed by ∼ 40% in a disc with a
dead zone which extends to 2.3H; if all of the corotation region is contained in
the dead zone, the corotation torque will be nowhere unsaturated and it will
attenuate after some number of orbital periods. If, however, the corotation
region extends beyond the dead zone, the corotation torque will saturate for
disc layers in the midplane but will be unsaturated at a greater altitude in the
disc, giving a sustained overall corotation torque.
4.9.4 Comparing two and three dimensions
The final important result to come out of this investigation is our insight into
the correct value of softening parameter for two dimensional simulations.
The canonical value of the softening parameter b/h has been taken to be 0.4,
such that linear torques in two dimensional isothermal discs match those in
three dimensional isothermal simulations by Tanaka et al. (2002). It has been
an open question as to whether this value is appropriate for reproducing the
non-linear horseshoe drag of a three dimensional disc with vortensity and en-
tropy gradients. To run the suite of simulations required to answer this ques-
tion would be a prohibitively expensive task at present, and no answer has yet
been suggested in the literature.
In this work, we have made some progress on the issue by noting that for a disc
with scale height H/r = 0.05, the magnitude and behaviour of the corotation
torque in three dimensions are comparable to those in two dimensions with a
softening parameter of b/h = 0.4. While in a thicker disc with H/r = 0.07 and
0.1, the torque magnitude appears greater in three dimensions, the attenuation
of the corotation torque with eccentricity fits the law we derived in chapter 3.
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Further, if we measure the width of the corotation region in units where the
scaling with the scale height of the disc has been removed, we find that we get
the same horseshoe width as the formula of Paardekooper et al. (2010) would
yield for a two dimensional disc with b/h = 0.46; this value is close to the
canonical choice of b/h = 0.4. This is by no means a definitive solution to this
open question, but the evidence so far suggests that such a value of softening
parameter is indeed the appropriate choice.
Summary
• We find that the relationship between corotation torque and eccen-
tricity derived empirically in the previous chapter fits well for 3D
disc models of H/r = 0.05 and 0.10.
• We measured the average width of the corotation region below 3H
and found it to be comparable to the prescription of Paardekooper
et al. (2010) when a softening length of b/h = 0.4–0.5 is used. This
is consistent with the canonical b/h = 0.4 used in two dimensional
disc simulations.
• We find that the corotation region appears to have a constant width
from the midplane to a height of approximately 3H for all eccentric-
ities and for all disc scale heights. Above this, the morphology of
the horseshoe region becomes asymmetric; we suggest that vertical
shear is responsible for this.
• We find that the horseshoe width narrows most significantly in the
midplane in the case of eccentric embedded planets, giving rise to
the observed decrease in corotation torque as orbital eccentricity
increases.
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Chapter 5
Gap Formation in Radiative
Discs
In this chapter, the final project of my PhD is presented; a series of
three dimensional simulations of fully radiative discs with embedded
protoplanets.
In section 5.1, we describe the aims of this project; in section 5.2, we review
some of the relevant background; in section 5.3 we introduce the radiation
model we use for this work and our validation of the pluto code; in section
5.4 we describe our first model; in section 5.5 we describe our low resolution
test simulations; in section 5.6 we describe our work at high resolution; finally
in section 5.7 we discuss our results in context.
Please note that the work presented in this chapter was conducted
in collaboration with Dr Mario Flock, who kindly provided the ra-
diative module for the pluto code. The simulations described were
run and analysed by the author.
5.1 The Aim
The aim of this project is to simulate fully radiative three dimensional discs
with embedded protoplanets evolving under the influence of stellar irradiation.
We are interested in low-mass planets, close to their parent stars where stellar
irradiation is likely to be important during the formation process and we ulti-
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mately seek to determine the gap opening criterion for such planets in such a
region of the disc.
We tackle the problem of developing techniques to address this question in a
number of stages; first, we verify that the pluto code we are using gives results
consistent with the nirvana code used in chapters 3 and 4. We then consider
gap opening of more massive planets further out in the disc, as a test case. We
set up a series of low-resolution tests that we can conduct relatively cheaply in
terms of computation time. Finally, we attempt high-resolution, long-duration
simulations of massive planets further out in the disc as a prelude to considering
gap-opening close to the star.
In the event, the full scope of this work proved too ambitious for the time avail-
able and we were unable to complete high-resolution simulations of massive
planets in the outer disc. However, this chapter is offered as a proof-of-concept
based on the work conducted so far, in the expectation that it will serve as a
roadmap for future investigations.
5.2 Background
It is instructive to review some of the relevant observations of extrasolar planets
that motivate this investigation.
A number of planetary systems have been detected containing super-Earth
mass planets orbiting very close to their parent stars. Examples include the
4.2M⊕ planet orbiting the 0.7 Solar mass star HD 156668 at 0.05AU (Howard
et al., 2011); the four planets in the Kepler-224 system of 1.4, 3.1, 2.3 and 2.0
Earth radii inside 0.2AU around a star of mass 0.82 Solar masses; and the five
planets of the Kepler-186 system inside 0.36 AU of 1.1, 1.1, 1.4, 1.3 and 1.1
Earth radii (Rowe et al., 2014). The various exoplanet catalogues described in
chapter 1 contain many more.
The thickness of a protoplanetary disc is determined by the requirement for
vertical hydrostatic equilibrium, as described in section 1.2.5. We expect the
disc scale height to be least closest to the central star and to increase as
some function of radius. This is supported by 2D simulations (D’Angelo and
Marzari, 2012).
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We recall from chapter 3 that even low mass planets can undergo non-linear
interactions in regions of the disc that are sufficiently thin. In this case, the
thickness of the disc and its response to the planet will determine the migration
regime of embedded planets. A planet which opens a gap, for instance, will
undergo type II migration on the viscous timescale of the disc. In a region of
the disc where scale height, H/r = 0.01, for example, the gap opening criterion
in an inviscid disc (equation 1.25) is q > 3(H/r)3 = 3× 10−6 = 1M⊕.
To date, no numerical modelling has addressed the question of the behaviour
of embedded planets in such regions of protoplanetary discs with stellar irra-
diation.
5.3 The Radiation Model
In this section, we briefly describe the radiation model used for this work. We
use the pluto code for these simulations, with the radiation transfer module
written for that code by Flock et al. (2013), based on the two-temperature
flux-limited diffusion (FLD) model of Commerçon et al. (2011) and the hydrid
flux limited diffusion approach of Kuiper et al. (2010).
In addition to the hydrodynamic equations 2.3 and the ideal gas law, the two
relevant equations for radiation transport under this scheme are
∂ρe
∂t
= −κP (T )ρc(aRT 4 − ER)−∇ · F∗, (5.1)
∂ER
∂t
−∇ cλ
κR(T )ρ
∇ER = κP (T )ρc(aRT 4 − ER), (5.2)
where ρ is density, κP and κR are the Planck and Rosseland mean opacities,
aR = 4σ/c is the radiation constant, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, c is
the speed of light, e is the thermal energy per unit mass, ER is the radiation
energy density and F∗ is the stellar radiation flux. We use the adiabatic expo-
nent γ = 1.42, and assume a mixture of hydrogen and helium such that the
mean molecular weight is 2.35.
The irradiation flux from the central star which appears as a source term in
equation 5.1 is given by
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F∗(r) =
∫
Ω
∫
ν
Bν(ν, T∗)
(
R∗
r
)2
exp[−τ(ν, r)] dνdΩ, (5.3)
where Bν is the Planck function, Ω is here the solid angle, T∗ and R∗ are
the surface temperature and radius of the star, ν is frequency and the radial
optical depth for the irradiation flux is given by
τ(ν, r) =
∫ r
R∗
κ(ν)ρ dr. (5.4)
The opacity values are taken from the tables of Draine and Lee (1984).
In this scheme, these equations are solved using the implicit scheme described
by Flock et al. (2013), and validated by tested against the Monte Carlo ra-
diative transfer code radmc-3d. Briefly, the radiation transfer equations are
rewritten in the form of a matrix equation A~x = B, and solved by iteration
for the internal energy density of the system.
This method performs well compared to the alternative paradigm of using a
Monte Carlo radiative transfer method, such as that employed by the radmc-
3d code, in which individual ‘packets’ of radiation are propagated through the
grid in a probabilistic fashion.
5.3.1 The pluto code
We select the pluto hydrodynamic code for this task, as it is a mature, main-
tained code suitable for a variety of hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic
problems in different geometries and numbers of dimensions and capable of
implementing full tensor viscosity, the fargo algorithm and for which the
radiation module described above is under active development.
Before considering a radiative disc, we first test the code against nirvana by
setting up a suite of simulations of the kind described in chapter 3. We simulate
a 5M⊕ planet on a fixed circular orbit in a two dimensional protoplanetary
disc with scale height H/r = 0.05. Shown in figure 5.1 as an illustration are
torque time-series for comparison from the pluto code run at low (256 ×
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512) resolution and then both pluto and nirvana at the higher resolution
of (1024 × 2048). We use wave-killed regions at the inner and outer radial
boundaries, with reflecting boundary conditions. The full 2pi of the disc in
azimuth is simulated and a softening parameter of b/h = 0.4 is used.
Figure 5.1: The torque time-series for a 5M⊕ planet on a fixed circular orbit
in a two dimensional protoplanetary disc with scale height H/r = 0.05. The
lines shown are the data from the nirvana simulation used in chapter 3, from
the pluto code at low (256×512) resolution and from the pluto code at the
same resolution as the nirvana code.
In all our test simulations, as in figure 5.1, we find good agreement between
our previous nirvana work and the pluto code for both torque time-series
and disc density structure.
5.4 The First Model
We now begin to set up the pluto code to tackle the particular problem in
which we are interested. As a first step, we consider gap-opening by more
massive planets in outer regions of the disc, taking a 1MJ planet at 5AU as
our standard.
We use spherical polar coordinates, which is required by the radiation mod-
ule for the obvious geometrical advantages that it yields for the treament of
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spherically symmetrical stellar radiation. The size of our radial cells are set
to depend on a logarithmic scale, such that the cells are smallest closest the
central star and largest in the outer disc. Our inner radial boundary is at 1.25
AU and our outer radial boundary is at 20 AU. We obtain our initial condi-
tions as described in subsection 5.4.1. We simulate the full 2pi of the disc in
azimuth, and measure the altitude from the vertical axis such that the upper
disc boundary is at 1.33 radians and the lower is at 1.81 radians, where the
midplane corresponds to θ = pi2 .
We use a zero-gradient boundary condition at the inner and outer radial bound-
aries, with an outflow condition such that material can leave the computa-
tional domain but not enter. Inside 2 AU and outside 13 AU, we damp the
r-component of velocity using the method of de Val-Borro et al. (2006) such
that it vanishes at the grid edge. At the vertical boundary, after Gressel et al.
(2013), we solve for hydrostatic balance in the boundary. We obtain the bal-
ance using first-order finite-differencing.
For the radiation transport step, we set the boundary conditions such that
T = 50K at the upper, lower and outer radial boundaries and 200K at the
inner radial boundary. We select this by requiring a value that matches the
expected behaviour of the disc beyond the computation grid due to stellar
irradiation. Our star has a radius of 1 solar radius and a surface temperature
of 5800K and we use a dust to gas ratio of 10−3 in these tests.
We first consider a planetary mass of 1MJ at 5AU and use an α-viscosity with
a viscosity of 2× 10−3.
5.4.1 Initial conditions
We set up an initial disc with a midplane density power law of −0.5 and a pres-
sure consistent with a constant disc scale height H/r = 0.05. We first integrate
this disc in two dimensions (r × θ), noting that without an embedded planet
we can adopt azimuthal symmetry for the state of our disc. In this simulation,
we prohibit hydrodynamic evolution but allow energy to propagate according
to our radiation transport algorithm. We evolve this disc until it has reached
thermal equilibrium and use it as the initial condition for a hydrodynamic and
radiative disc simulation with an embedded planet.
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Such a disc is shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 and the azimuthal slice of the density
field can be compared to that shown in 5.5 for an isothermal simulation where
the effect of stellar irradiation on the inner disc and the surface layers is readily
apparent.
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Figure 5.2: The initial (unperturbed) midplane density profile.
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Figure 5.3: A meridional slice of the initial (unperturbed) radiative disc tem-
perature distribution, plotted in K. Note the cool shielded interior of the disc
and the warmer surface layers.
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Figure 5.4: A meridional slice of the initial (unperturbed) radiative disc density
distribution, plotted on a logarithmic colour scale of base 10. Note the different
thickness of the disc compared to the isothermal case shown in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: An meridional slice of the initial (unperturbed) isothermal disc
density distribution, plotted on a logarithmic colour scale of base 10, for an
isothermal disc.
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5.5 Low-Resolution Simulations
We test this model at a resolution of 128 × 64 × 256 (Nr × Nθ × Nφ). We
note that the Hill radius of a 1MJ planet at 5AU is 0.35AU and that at our
resolution, a single cell in radius at the planet’s location (remembering that we
use a logarithmic scale for radial cell sizes) is around 0.1AU. Therefore, while
we do not expect results at this resolution to fully capture all the relevant
physics, it allows us to develop and test the software with simulations that can
be performed in an acceptable time.
We give our planet an initial mass of 20 M⊕. As material is only accreted
from cells within a Hill radius of the planet, as described below, we increase
the initial mass artificially in the case that no material is accreted due to the
low-resolution of the simulation. Our planet is allowed to grow by accretion
up to a maximum mass of 1MJ. After this, material is still removed from the
grid and the accretion rate is recorded, but the planet mass does not increase.
We also run a locally isothermal simulation for comparison, with no radiation
transport step. In this simulation, we grow the planet in the same way by
accretion. We note that these simulations run for hundreds of years at this
resolution, for a range of viscosities. Here, we present some simulation data
for a planet of mass 1MJ at 5AU and with viscosity parameter α = 2× 10−3.
5.5.1 Accretion algorithm
Our accretion algorithm follows the approach of Kley (1999).
We first set an ‘accretion fraction’, facc, to be some constant multiplied by the
length of the current timestep (with the the condition that it is never greater
than 0.01). We determine the constant in this test case such that our gap is
formed in a reasonable amount of simulation time. We find a value of 30 works
well.
If a grid cell is within 0.25 Hill radii of the planet, a fraction facc of the mass in
the grid cell is removed. If the planet is within between 0.25 and 0.5 Hill radii
of the planet, a fraction facc/3 of the mass is removed instead, to represent an
increased accretion rate from material close to the planet. The mass removed
from the grid is then added to the planet after being multiplied by a factor
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of 4; this accelerated growth of the planet by more material than we accrete
from the grid is intended to ensure that the growth of the planet, as well as
the gap, occurs on a computationally feasible timescale.
5.5.2 Mass accretion rate
We show in figures 5.6 and 5.7 the planet mass as a function of time and the
mass accreted from disc by the planet in each time step of the simulation.
While the value of the latter is subject to fluctuations due to variations in the
time step, we are still able to compare the mass accretion rates in the two cases.
As the mass accretion rate becomes more nearly constant at > 150 orbits, we
superimpose dashed black lines of the mean mass accretion rate beyond that,
to illustrate the difference in rates.
We find a significantly increased mass accretion rate, and a correspondingly
decreased planetary growth time in the isothermal disc as compared to the
radiative one. This is consistent with the expectation from previous work;
Paardekooper and Mellema (2008) find that in simulated discs with radiation
transport but no stellar irradiation, the accretion rate is limited by the ability
of disc material to cool effectively and can drop by as much as an order of
magnitude from the expected values from isothermal simulations.
5.5.3 Disc structure
In figure 5.8, we show the midplane density in radiative and isothermal simu-
lations respectively and note that the gap width appears to be comparable in
the two cases, though the density in the outer disc shows a different behaviour.
This is more clearly seen by comparing figures 5.9 and 5.10 in which we show
azimuthally-averaged density after ∼ 150 orbits on the same colour scale. We
note that surface ’flaring’ is apparent in the radiative case compared to the
isothermal one.
Figure 5.11 shows the azimuthally averaged temperature profile of the disc.
We note that the temperature profile primarily appears to have altered at the
disc surface and towards the upper and lower regions of the gap opened by
the planet, though we note here again the low resolution being used in these
simulations.
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Figure 5.6: Time series of the planet mass against time. We note that the
planet grows much more rapidly in the isothermal case. This is consistent
with the greater accretion rate that we see in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Time series of the mass accreted from the disc by the planet
per timestep. As the mass accretion rate becomes more nearly constant at
> 150 orbits, we superimpose dashed black lines of the mean mass accretion
rate beyond that, to illustrate the difference in rates; we find accretion in the
radiative disc proceeds at ∼ 26% of the rate in the comparable isothermal disc.
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Figure 5.8: The midplane density for both our radiative and isothermal disc
simulations at low resolution.
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Figure 5.9: The azimuthally averaged density profile of the our low-resolution
radiative disc with an embedded planet.
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Figure 5.10: The azimuthally averaged density profile of the our low-resolution
isothermal disc with an embedded planet.
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Figure 5.11: The azimuthally averaged temperature profile of the our low-
resolution radiative disc with an embedded planet, shown as the difference in
temperature from the unperturbed stated shown in figure 5.3.
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5.6 High-Resolution Simulations
Having sucessfully simulated an embedded planet in an disc under stellar ir-
radiation, we attempt to increase the resolution. Unfortunately, we find that
the simulation is not numerically stable; producing unphysical cell properties
at the boundaries, ending the simulation after only a few orbits, even without
the presence of a planet. This appears to be connected to the strong density
features near the upper and lower boundaries shown in figure 5.12.
It appears that more work needs to be done to allow the disc to maintain
a stationary equilibrium and this will require improvements to the vertical
boundary conditions. We suggest that further study is needed to ascertain
what form of boundary condition will allow us to tackle this problem at high
resolutions. Once this question has been addressed, the next step in this
project is to consider the inner regions of the protoplanetary disc where stellar
irradiation has a greater effect on the structure of the disc.
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Figure 5.12: The density profile of the our low-resolution radiative disc with
an embedded planet.
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5.7 Discussion
In this section, we comment briefly on the work presented in this chapter, which
we remind the reader should not be taken as a complete project with solid
results, but rather as a proof of concept and as evidence of the development
work conducted so far.
We find that at low-resolution, we can simulate a disc with stellar irradiation
and an embedded protoplanet. We find that the accretion rate is significantly
lower in the radiative disc than the isothermal disc, consistent with previous
work, as the acreting gas needs to cool before it falls onto the planet.
We find this work cannot be easily extended to the higher resolutions that
would be required to investigate in detail the process of gap formation and
planetary accretion rates of different mass planets in different regimes of the
protoplanetary disc.
We suggest that if the boundary conditions can be improved to the point where
we are able to run a stable simulation, we can extend this work to the regime
in which we are primarily interested. This work is in progress and will be the
focus of future work.
Summary
• We have set up a low-resolution simulation of a 1 MJ planet em-
bedded at 5 AU in a protoplanetary disc which evolves under the
action of stellar irradiation. We get results broadly consistent with
previous work.
• We find this simulation set-up cannot be easily extended to higher
resolution and suggest more work on improving the boundary con-
ditions.
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
In this chapter, I provide a brief summary of the work presented in
the previous chapters and discuss in more detail how my results fit
into the body of literature in the field. I also make some suggestions
regarding future research to build upon our findings.
6.1 The Big Picture: Population Synthesis
Current population synthesis models (e.g. Mordasini et al., 2009; Hellary and
Nelson, 2012; Coleman and Nelson, 2014) cannot yet reproduce in a natural
way the population of currently observed exoplanets including the large pop-
ulation of super-Earth and Neptune mass planets known to exist. Tackling
this problem requires a two-fold approach; observers must continue to update
the dataset of known extrasolar planetary systems to inform theorists in their
work, and theorists must revise and improve their models using more detailed
simulations and analyses.
As it is impossible to simulate all the relevant physics required in such a model
over the Myr timescales on which planetary systems are believed to form,
it is necessary for such work to make use of simplifications and heuristics,
often derived from analytic work and highly-detailed simulations of physical
processes over a much shorter timescale.
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6.2 The Corotation Torque
In this thesis, we have presented research that materially adds to the under-
standing of the corotation torque experienced by a low-mass planet in a proto-
planetary disc, by using two and three dimensional hydrodynamic simulations.
We have demonstrated that the corotation torque can be modelled as expo-
nentially decreasing with planetary eccentricity, with an e-folding eccentricity
that goes with the disc scale height. As the corotation torque determines the
existence of zero-torque radii, towards which planets migrate, an understand-
ing of the corotation torque is crucial for a qualitative understanding of the
behaviour of embedded planets. We have also presented the first stages in
a project to better understand the hitherto unstudied evolution of low-mass
planets in the thin, inner regions of protoplanetary discs, including the effects
of stellar irradiation.
While our work has contributed significantly, we still lack a general model
of the corotation torque suitable for all disc morphologies and verified by
three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations and we suggest that such a model
would be valuable.
In parallel with our own research, work has continued on other aspects of the
corotation torque. The formation of asymmetric cold ‘fingers’ which add a
negative contribution to the corotation torque for planets . 5M⊕ were dis-
covered by Lega et al. (2014), for instance, in simulations of protoplanetary
discs including radiative transfer; the effect is believed to be caused by disc
material librating on horseshoe trajectories encountering the planet and radia-
tively cooling, becoming cooler and more dense. This effect has no analogue
in isothermal or adiabatic models. Further investigations of this feature will
require high-resolution simulations with sophisticated thermal models. In ad-
dition, Guilet et al. (2013) have explored a magnetic component to the coro-
tation torque in the case of weakly magnitised discs due to the interaction
between the horseshoe motion and the gas.
These two cases demonstrate the necessity of improving the resolution of sim-
ulations and the accuracy of the physics being simulated.
The magnitude of the corotation torque is linked to the ability of the disc to
maintain the entropy and vortensity gradients across the corotation region. In
practice, we expect discs to have a ‘dead zone’ with a magnetic field and not
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suspceptible to the magneto-rotational instability believed to be the dominant
contributor to disc viscosity; this implies that we might expect disc viscosity
to vary as function of location in the disc. In this context, we can appreciate
the impact of our brief investigation into the three dimensional structure of
the corotation region; we found that for our discs, the horseshoe width remains
roughly constant for around three scale heights from the midplane and that
above that, the horseshoe width rapidly increases as the trajectories become
asymmetric. We suggest that the velocity shear in the disc approaches the
libration velocity of disc material and leave open the question of whether the
height at which this occurs changes with disc parameters. Further research on
this question would be desirable, as well as the development of more sophis-
ticated models of the existence and evolution of dead zones in protoplanetary
disc, such as the work by Bitsch et al. (2014) who find that viscosity transi-
tions in radiative discs can cause density features which act as ‘planet traps’
for planets of a few Earth masses.
6.3 Short-period, Low-mass Planets.
Due to increased computational complexity and the associated longer time to
run simulations, relatively few disc simulations have included realistic trans-
port and even fewer have considered stellar irradiation. Such realism will be
required for simulations of low-mass planets close to their parent stars, where
the disc is expected to be sufficiently thin that planets of only a few Earth
masses are likely to be able to significantly perturb the disc and even open
gaps.
In chapter 5, we presented the initial stages of a project to explore this in-
teresting region. We found that further development of the numerical set up,
including more sophisticated boundary conditions, are likely to be required
before this problem can be tackled at high resolution with sellar irradiation.
Further work on this area is likely to continue.
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6.4 Future Work
One area in which future work will focus is that of the process of accretion of
disc material by embedded planets. Gressel et al. (2013), for instance, have
performed global 3D hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic simulations of
accretion, including the formation and evolution of circumplanetary discs. As
this research develops, it will allow a more accurate prescription for planetary
accretion to be included in other work.
The plato spacecraft (Rauer et al., 2013), scheduled for launch by the Euro-
pean Space Agency between 2022 and 2024, will be positioned in orbit around
the L2 Lagrangian point of the Sun and the Earth and will be in operation for
at least six years, providing long-duration, high-precision, uninterrupted light
curves for a large sample of bright stars (magnitude 11 and brighter).
The goal of plato is to locate terrestrial planets in the habitable zone of stars
similar to our own, answering the question of how common Earth-like planets
are. Planets detected around the bright stars in the survey are likely to be
prime targets for spectrographic follow-up.
An open question remains about more extreme planetary systems. Work by
Jensen and Akeson (2014) in which misaligned prootplanetary discs in a bi-
nary system were studied using data from the ALMA radio telescope array,
for instance, raises the question of how planets might evolve in such a system.
Theoretical studies of such binary systems include, for example, that of Mar-
tin et al. (2013) who simulated dead zones in protoplanetary discs in binary
systems.
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